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PART I

INTRODUCTION

1. At its third executive session on 16 October 1946, the

preparatory Committee established a Committee to deal with general

commercial polioy (restrictions, regulations and discriminations),

At its first meeting, this Committee, known as Committee II, elected

Dr. H C. Coombs (Australia) as Chairman and Dr. . B. Speekenbrink

(Netherlands) as Vice Chairman,

2. The Commttee adopted a provisional agenda, corresponding to

the subheadings under Chapter IV of the Charter for an International

Trade Organization suggested by the Government of the United States.

The items of this agenda were first discussed in the main

Committee, and in most cases subsequently referred to Sub-Committees

which were requested to report, their findings to the main Committee.

The question concerning the relations with non-members, however, was

dealt with in a different manner (see paragraph 13). In all, the

main Committee held thirteen meetings, of which eight were devoted

chiefly to the organisation of its work and initial discussion of the

various items on the above-mentioned agenda, one to consultation with

the International Chamber of Commerce and. the World Federation of

Trade Unions, and four to consideration of the reports submitted by

the Sub-Committees.

3. As has been pointed out in the report of Committee I, a Joint

Committee of Committees I and II was set up to consider the question

of international agreement relating to industrial development,

4. One of the Sub-Committees referred to above, namely, the

Technioal Sub-Commîttee, included delegates for all the countries

represented on the Preparatory Oommittee. The questions referred to

this Sub-Committee were discussed in full at its meetings. The
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Sub-Committee attempted to reconcile differences of view; and

insofar as this was not possible, the views of the countries

concerned were recorded.

5. The other Sub-Committees were draftinrg Ccmmittees with

limited representation. The items.on the agenda referred to

them were previcusly discussed in detail in the main Committee,

and the function of the Sub-Committees was to suggest provisions

which, in view of the comments or proposals made, might prove

acceptable to the Preparatory Comrnittee, or alternative provisions

to be considered by that Committee,

6. Information concerning the questions referred to the various

Sub-Committees and the arrangements they made for their work is

given below.

7. The Sub-Committee on Procedure was originally set up to deal

with questions related to the procedure to be followed by the

Preparatory Committee in connection with the negotiations proposed,

in article 18 of the United States Draft Charter.

This Sub-Committee .was also charged with questions connected with:

General most-favoured-nation treatment
Tariffs and tariff preferences
Emergency provisions, consultation, nullification

of impairment
Territorial application,

The Sub-Committee was composed of delegates for Canada, Chile, Cuba,

Fance, India, the United Kingdom and the United States; in addition,

the delegate for Brazil participated in its work. It held fifteen

meetings under-the chairmanship of Mr. Speekenbrink (Netherlands).

Mr. Leddy; (United States) functioned as Rapporteur.

8. The Technical Sub-Committee dealt with the following questions:

General Commercial Provisions:

National .Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation
freedom of Transit
Anti-dumping and Countervailing Duties,
Tariff Valuation
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Customs. Formalities
Marksof Origin
Publication and Administration of Trade Regulations -
- ;Y l Notice to Restrictive Regulations
Information, Statistics and Trade Terminology

GeneralExceptions e :(totthc C'hapeer on mnoral Conrmercial Policy)

mmittee-Cci=Piinb e mer nnder the uxV1-.,hhchair ansïop of' Senar

VleelaS(Ch delegates lel1oga of different nafunnalitydA'nctione& as

Rappohtuursal Teeofinml rcpcrt ofommittee-Caormr'tt wus submitted to

tmmimaeeinandrratt 4r1 jpprword as ao*,meing dccur.nt.

9. s.uestionZ relating to quantitative rs tridtionr; ane. exchange

centrolewerc. ref'rred to a DraCtimg Sue-oomQitteo cn :uantitative

Restandtixchanger E.cI,l.n Controi, Tme Sub-Cnmnidede irclucle

doleAates fcr .ustralia, Brazil, France, India, thi gnited K;nZdom
and the tnited States; in additeonethe rcprasentative of the

nal Monetary :paonepartioipatedticipated. in the work. The Sub-.

Cenmitteeimrt unxet5the vidirmaei chaL.rmnshHp of Dr. S. C. Coombs

(;uMrralea). (M. MeadKingnotcd YiÏlater and i3.at Mr. Gunter

(Unitfunctions Ifunc asPappc.rceurs.P'u, erx

o0. Zulstticns re2aiig to subs dies on primary products were referred

to a Jommt Seeb-Crmemmtc ef Conritd es II an5. IV, con isting of'

deleAates lia,3Bstra1ii- arazil., C-neda, theN-therlands, the United.

Kingdcmnitedthe Uii:te States,wIt met tvice under the chaiimanship

of Mr. AcCarthy (;ustralihw. Mr. Scneenger (Uritedfunctionedctioned

as Rapporteur.

11. Questncer coriccniidieubsc1Xes on manufactured arwicles vere

referred to amSub-Conmittee on which were represented delegates of.

India, the United Kingdom and the .United States. Thismmub-Connittee

met onze ;nf.rmally;
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12. Questions concerning state trading, were refeerred to a Sub-

Committee including delegates for China, Cztechoslovakia, New Zealand,
the United Kingdom and the United States. This.Sub-Committee held

six meetings under the chairmanship of Mr. Sbaokla (United Kingdom),
and Mr. Johnson (New Zealand). .s Rapporteurs' functioned, Mr.

Armstrong (United States) and later, Mr. Young (United Kingdom). This

Sub-Committee was assisted in its work by a smaller Sub-Committee on

marketing boards, comprising delegates for the Netherlands, the Union

of South Africa, and the United States of America. The last mentioned

Sub-Committee met informally.

13. The delegate for the United Kingdom was entrusted .with the task

of reporting to the Committee on the question concerning relations

with non-members.

14. When dealing with questions concerning tariffs, tariff preferences

and quantitative restrictions, Committee II considered a message

received.from the Joint Committee on Industrial Development. Matters

concerning preferences in the form. of quotas were considered first by

delegates for the countries primarily' concerned - Australia, Canada.,
New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States of America - who

met informally and advised the main Committee.

15. The work of the Committee is reviewed in Part II of this report,

in which the various items considered are arranged chiefly according

to the repartition of work among the Sub-Committees referred to above.

16. The draft texts of the respective Articles of the Charter, as

approved by the Committee, are reproduced. in the- Appendix in the order

in which the Articles are dealt with in Part Il. For reasons indicated.

in Section 2 of Part II, no approved text of the Articles considered

by the Technical Sub-Committee is included. .. statement on Multilateral

Trade. Agreement Negotiations (Procedures for Giving Effect to Certain

Provisionsof the Proposed Charter of the International Trade Organization

by Means of a General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade Among, the Members

of the Preparatory Committee), as approved by Committee II, is given

as an Annexure to this report.
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PART I1

REVIEWOFWORK

SECTION 1
GENERAL MOST-FÂVOURED-NATION TREATMENT TARIFFS AND

TARIFF PREFERENCESETC.

Most-favoured-nation treatment (Article 8)

* 1. The Committee was in agreement .with the principles:

(a) that members of the International TradeOrganization should,

grant each other general unconditional most-favoured-nation

treatment in respect of' all customs matters, and

(b) that existing preferences .which are of long standing and

which have important effects on the economies of the countries

concerned should be excepted from the most-favoured-nation clause

pending their elimination by negotiation pursuant to the provisions

of article 18.

The Committee compared the most-favoured-nation provisions set

forth in the original draft of Article 8 with the standard most-favoured

nation clause developed by the League of Nations for inclusion in

bilateral agreements. It wias concluded that there are no important

differences of substance between the two versions and that the version

incorporated in Article 8 is preferable because of its brevity.

The most-favoured-nation clause recommended by the Committee

incorporates certain concepts (for example "the like product",

"country of origin", etc.) which have been customarily included in

commercial agreements in the past but which have never received a

precise definition. The. Committee was of the opinion that the matter

of defining such concepts should be left for study by the International

Trade Organization after its establishment.
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2. The principal differences between the original text of Article 8

and that recommended by the Committee, and the- reasons for these

differences, are as follows:

(a) Public Works contracts - governmental purchases of supplies

Under the original draft of paragraph 1 of A.rticle 8 the

grant of most-favoured-nation treatment would have extended, to:

(i) the awarding of governmental contracts for public

works and

(ii) the purchase by governments of supplies for governmental

use (i.e. not for resale). Under tho revised draft

recommended by the Committee these subjects would be

removed from the scope of the most-favoured-nation

clause.

With regard to (i), relating to the awarding of public works

contracts, the Committee was of the opinion that this subject is more

closely related to the question of the treatment of foreign nationals

and corporations than to the treatment of' the trade in goods. It is

considered that Chapter IV should be confined to matters affecting

trade and that questions relating to the treatment of nationals, etc.,

should be the subject of future agreements developed under the auspices

of the International Trade Organization, as contemplated under para-

graph 5 of Article 50 of the Draft Charter. Under this paragraph

of Article 50, as well as under article 64, the International Trade

Organization could recommend the adoption of special agreements deal-

ing with public works contracts.

With regard to (ii), relating to governmental purchases of

supplies for governmental use, this commitment was removed from the

scope of the most-favoured-nation clause in the light of the fact that
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a suitable clause dealing with such governmental purchase is recommend-

ed for inclusion in .Article 26 (Non-discriminatory Administration of

State Trading Enterprises).

In this connection, the Committee gave consideration to the

provision in .Article 9 of the Draft Charter for national, as distinct

from most-favoured-nation, treatment in respect of governmental purchases

of supplies for governmental use. Such a provision would require

the elimination of the many "buy-national" laws under which national

governments are required to give preference to domestic products in

purchasing their administrative supplies. "s it appears to the

Committee that an attempt to reach agreement on such a commitment

would lead to exceptions almost as broad as the commitment itself",

the Committee recommends that this commitment de deleted from Article 9.

(b) Temporary exceptions from most-favoured-nation clause

Under the original draft of paragraph 2 of article 8, certain

long-standing preferences were temporarily excepted from the

most-favoured-nation clause (i.e. they were excepted pending

their elimination by negotiation under Article 18) provided

that they were in effect in either 1939 or 1946 (whichever date

resulted in the lower preferences). Also, under t original draft

the preferences thus excepted were limited, roughly to imperial

or commonwealth preferences and Cuban-American preferences.

Under the revised draft of paragraph 2 of article 8

recommended by the Sub-Committee, the preferences excepted

excepted from the most-favoured-nation clause would be those

remaining after the negotiations contemplated in articlee 18"

rather than those in effect on a particular date. Also, the

categories of- preferences thus exccepted would be broadened to
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include not only imperial and Cuban-American preferences but also

preferences in force between neighboring countries in 1946.

The following new paragraph should be added at the end of this

page:

"One Delegation suggested that Articles 8 and 18 should be inter-

preted in such a way that, so long as a preference remained accord-

able in one part of a preferential system specified in paragraph

of Article 8, that part of the preferential system according the

preferences should be at liberty to extend the same, or a lesser

measure of preference to any other part of the same preferential

system which at present did not enjoy it."

The base dates in the original draft of' paragraph 2 of Article 8

would have determined, in a precise way, those preferences to be

eliminated under the most-favoured-nation clause and those preferences

to be subject to negotiation under Article 18.. Accordingly, the

removal of the base dates from this paragraph will require that some

other method be found of establishing a basis for negotiations with

respect to preferences. Recommendations on this point are included

in the report of the Committee.relating to the proposed multilateral

trade-agreement negotiations among :members of the Preparatory

Committee (see below).

Reduction of Tariffs and Elimination of Preferences (Article 18)

1. The Committee was in general agreement with the basic principles

that members of the International Trade Organization should enter into

reciprocal and mutually advantageous negotiations with each other

directed to the substantial reduction of tariffs on imports and

exports and to the elimination of import tariff' preferences; that

these negotiations should procecd in accordance with certain rules;

and that members which unjustifiably fail to fulfil their obligations

regarding tariffs and preferences should not be entitled to.receive the

benefits resulting from the fulfilment of these obligations by other

members.
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One delegation, while recognizing that the proposed negotiations

are to be conducted on a reciprocal and mutually advantageous basis,

and that the obligations undertaken pursuant to such negotiations

would be subject to re-adjustment by the International Trade

Organization in accordance with. tne principles and procedures set

fortn inthe Chapter on EconomicDevelopment recommended bythe Joint

Committee on Economic Development, nevertheless questioned the

application to countries in the early stages of economic development

of the principle set forth above that tariffs should be reduced

substantially.

Another delegation suggested that the rules governing the

negotiations should take, into account the relative levels of the

tariffs of each country in the light of the situation of those

countries which are in the early stages of industrial development.

While suggesting this additional rule, this delegation indicated its

willingnese to raise with its government the question whether the

principles and procedures recommended by the Joint Committee on

Economic Development and referred to in the paragraph above do not

adequately meet the requirements intended to be satisfied by the

additional rule suggested.

2. Scope of negotiations

Under the original draft of paragraph 1 of Article 18 the pro--.

posed negotiations would have extended to tariffs on imports and

exports and airport tariff preferences. Under the revised draft

the scope of the negotiations has been broadened to clearly cover

charges on imports and exports other than tariffs, The additional

charges in question are intended to mean charges analogous to tariff's;

they are not, for example, intended to include non-discriminatory
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internal taxes which are collectedat the time of importatior

The reference to negotiations regarding state-trading margins,

which appeared in the original draft of paragraph 1, has been omitted

from the revised draft. It was believed that undurtakings to negotiate

with respect to such margins, in the manner provided for in the case

of tariffs and preferences, were adequately provided for in the

revised draft of Article 27 (Expansion of trade by state monopolies

of individual products) which was recommended by Committee II.

3. Rules governing negotiations

Certain drafting changes were suggested with regard to the rules

governing negotiations set forth in the original draft of paragraph 1:

(a) Sub-paragraph (a) as originally drafted provided that "Prior

international commitments shallnot be permitted to stand in the

way of' action with respect to tariff preferences". In the light

of the discussions within the Committee it was agreed that the

intentionlying behind this provision could be more clearly

expressed as follows: "Prior international commitments shall

not be permitted to stand in the way of negotiations with

respect to tariff preferences, it being understood that action

resulting from such negotiations shaIl not require the modifica-

tion of existing international obligations except by agreement

between the contracting parties or, failing that, by termination

of such obligations in accordance with their terms".

(b) Sub-paragraph (b) as originally drafted provided that

negotiated reductions in most-favoured-nation tariffs should

operate automatically to reduce or eliminate margins of pre-

ference in effect on 1 July 1959. In view of the impractic-

ability of establishing a common base date for negotiating

preferences, the revised draft recommended by the Committee
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omits any reference to a base date to be used in applying this

rule. Three delegations thought that the rule should not

operate automatically, but that members should be free to

negotiate for a reduction in the preferential rate as well as

in the most-favoured-nation rate, provided that the margin

between the two negotiated rates is smaller than that existing

on a (prior) date to be agreed upon.

(o) An additional rule has been included, as sub-paragraph (c)
of paragraph 1 of .Article 18, which provides that during the

negotiations the binding or consolidation of low tariffs or of

tariff-free treatment shall in principle be recognized as a

concession equivalent in value to the substantial reduction of

high tariffs or the elimination of tariff preferences.
The Committee also considered the question as to whether a rule

should be included in Article 18 to the effect that the elimination of

quantitative restrictions. (as defined in Article 19) on the one hand,

and the binding of preference-free treatment on the other hand, should

be considered as concessions equal in value to the reduction of tariffs

or the elimination of preferences.. It was agreed that since preference-

free treatment and quantitative restrictions were to be dealt with

under general rules incorporated respectively in articlee 8 (most-

favoured-nation treatment) and articless 19-22 (quantitative restrictions)

they could not properly be included in the rules governing selective

tarif? negotiations. at the same time, it was recognized that, in

accordance with the plan for conducting tariff' negotiations among

the members of the Preparatory Committee, those countries would not

be called upon to subscribe to the most-favoured-nation and quantita-

tive restrictions provisions until selective tariff negotiations had

been completed. and vice-versa. It was believed that this circum-

stance would assure that due weight will be. given in the tariff
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negotiations to the benefits to be derived from the elimination of

quantitative restrictions and the general grant of must-favoured-

nation treatment.

4. Withholding of tariff benefits from members of the organisation
which fail to carry out obligations for the reduction of tariffs and
elimination of preferences

Several changes were made in the original draft of paragraph 3:

(a) The original draft provided that the International Trade

Organization could authorize a member to withhold tariff

reductions from another member which "failed to negotiate" as

required by paragraph 1. Under the revised draft the Organiza-

tion could authorize withholding for failure to negotiate "in

accordance with the rules laid down in paragraph 1" (i.e. in sub-

paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of paragraph 1). Thus, for example,

a country having low tariffs could not be accused under paragraph 3

of failure to negotiate adequately because of unwillingness to

reduce its tariffs substantially. Also, under the revised draft,

a country could bring a complaint before the Organization in

the event that another country failed to consider reductions of

high tariffs in return for bindings of low tariffs.

(b). Under the original draft of paragraph 3. the withholding of

tariff benefits by members would have been restricted to tariff

reductions effected pursuant to negotiations under paragraph 1.

Under the revised draft, members would be authorized to withhold

any tariff benefits, including bindings, granted pursuant to

negotiations. The purpose of this change is to assure that

low tariff countries which, may not have granted. many tariff

reductions) will not be placed in auz unfavourable bargaining

position in dealing with members of the Organization who may

be reluctant to carry out the obligations of paragraph 1 of

Artical 18.
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(c) Language has been included in paragraph 3 of article 18

which is designed to assure that the Organization, in deterinin-

ing whether a member has unjustifiably failed to negotiate

adequately as required by paragraph 1, will take into account

the situation of the member under the Charter as a whole,

including the Chapter of the Charter relating to Economic

Development.

Refecrence was made to the message submitted to Committee II by

the Joint Committee on Industrial Development (E/PC/T/C.I & II/18)
in which it was requested that a suitable provision be included in

article 18 whereby the Organization then considering the contribution

which a member can rnikc to a reduction in tariffs, take into account

the height of the .tariff of that member, and the need, if any, of

that member to use protective measures in order to promote industrial

and general economic developments". The changes in Artic1e 18

described under (a) and (c), above, take into account these suggestions

made by th; Joint Committee.

Emergency Actionn in Respect of Imports of Particular
Products (Article 29)

1. The Committee was in agreement with the principle. that members

of the Organization, in the event of unforeseen developments and of

injurious effects on their trade caused or threatened because of the

obligations laid down in Chapter Il (including tariff or preference

concessions) should be permitted to withdraw or modify the obligations

to the extent and for the time necessary to prevent the injurious

effects. The. Committee also agreed that this right should be subject

to adequate safeguards and to the- possibility of counter-action by

other members in the event of the abuse of the right.
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2. Three basic changes have been incorporated in the revised draft

of Article 29:

(a) Language has been inserted in paragraph 1 of the Article

which makes it clear that members invoking the article may

withdraw or modify concessions in respect of preferences as

well as concessions in respect of tariffs and obligations

regarding quantitative restrictions et cetera.

(b) A provision has been included under which members may,

in critical and exceptional circumstances, modify or withdraw

concessions under the article, on a provisional basis, without

prior consultation with the other interested members of the

Organization, provided- that consultation is entered into immed -

iately following upon the taking of such action.

Two delegations questioned the desirability of permitting

action under the Article without prior consultation even in

emergency circumstances. One of these delegations also proposed

that if action without prior consultation was permitted to a

member, immediate counter-action by other affected members should

also be permitted, without the delays involved in obtaining the

permission of the International Trade Organization to take

such action.

(c) Provision has been made to assure that, ordinarily, counter-

action taken under Article 29 will not be disproportionate to

the original action. At the sane time, the Organization would

be authorized to permit more severe counter-action in cases of

abuse of the privileges granted by the .Article.

Consultation.-Nullification or Impairment (Article 30)

1. The Committee was in agreement that members of the International

Trade Organization should stand ready to consult with one another
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regarding any matteraffecting the operation of the provisions of

,Chapter IV of the Charter relating to trade barriers. The Committee

also agreed that any member should be entitled to request the Organiza-

tion to set aside any obligations under Chapter IV, and the Organiza-

tion should be authorized to set aside such obligations, in the event

that any situation should arise, whether or not caused by an action

of another member, which would r,.llify or impair any object of the

Charter. If some member is adversely affected by the setting aside

of obligations, it should be entitled to withdraw from the Organization

on short notice.

2. Under the original draft of Article 30 a member could be authorized

by the Organization to suspend the application to another member of

obligations under Chapter IV only in the event that the second member

was found to have taken some action (whether or not in conflict with

Chapter IV) which nullified or impaired an object of Chapter IV.

-Under the revised draft recommended by the Committee. any action by a

member, or the development of any situation; which impaired or nullified

any object of the Charter (including any object set forth in Chapter III

o the Charter relating to Employment) could be an occasion for the

lodging of a complaint with the Organization.. The Organization

could make recommendations to the members concerned and, in serious

cases, could release any member (and. not merely the complaining

member as in the original draft) from its obligations under Chapter IV.

Members adversely affected by the suspension of obligations on the

part of another member would, as in the original draft, be entitled

to withdraw from the Organization on short notice.

Two types of cases will illustrate the kind of action which

would be permitted under the revised draft of article 30 but which
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was precluded under the original draft of the article:

(a) A.member might seek, and. obtain from the Organization, a

release from its obligations under Chapter IV on the grounds

that i.1,s economy was suffering from deflationary pressures

caused by the lack of effective demand for its goods from abroad

(possible impairment of the objects of Chapter III), In such

cases it is contemplated that the Organization, before granting

any such release,would consult with the Economic and Social

Council or with other specialized international agencies to

determine whether some other remedial action were not open to

the country seeking the release.

(b) A member importing a particular product might be released

from appropriate obligations under Chapter IV in order to adjust

competitive conditions between two exporting countries (for

example in casesin which one of the exporting countries was

deliberately exploiting substandard labour contrary to the

objectives of Chapter III). Also, the request for such a

release mightbe made by one of the exporting.countries (in the

example above the exporting country suffering from unfair

competition caused by substandard labour in the other exporting

country) rather than by the importing country.

Territorial applicationn of Chapter IV - Customs Unions -
Frontier Traffic (Article 33)

1. The Committee was in agreement that the trade barrier provisions

of the Charter should apply to each of the customs territories under

the jurisdiction of the member countries; that an appropriate

exception from these provisions should be made for advantages accorded

to facilitate frontier traffic, for advantages incident to the forma-

tion of a customs union, and for new preferential arrangements
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approved by the Organization under-paragraph 2 of' .Article 55; and

that suitable definitions of' customs territories and customs unions

should be included in Chapter IV.

2. In addition to certain drafting amendments, the following changes

were recommended in Article 33:

(a) The original draft of the article provided that Chapter IV

should not prevent "the union for customs purposes of any customs

territory and any other customs territory". Under the revised

draft this exception would extend to "the formation of a union

for customs purposes etc", thus permitting measures.which in

fact represent a transitional stage toward a customs union.

(b) A new paragraph has been added which

(i) recognizes that new preferential arrangements (for

example those of a regional character) may in

exceptional circumstances be justified and

(ii) makes it clear that the Organization would be

authorized to approve such arrangements under

paragraph 2 of Article 55 of the Charter.

Two delegations reserved their rights with regard to preferences

of regional character. One of them stated that such preferences

have an intrinsic value by themselves and should not be subject to`

the procedure as provided in paragraph 2 of' article 55,

Submission of Report on Procedures for Proposed Multilateral Trade
Agreement Negotiations

Committee II has prepared for the consideration of the

Preparatory Committee, in accordance with its assignment, a report

setting forth recommended procedures to be followed in connection

with the negotiations regarding tariffs and preferences to be

conducted among the members of the Preparatory Committee pursuant
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to Article 18 of' the Draft Charter and in accordance with the

Committee's Resolution of

This report, entitled "Multilateral Trade Agreement Negotiations:

Frocedures for Giving Effect to Certain Provisions of' the Proposed

ITO Charter by means of' a General .Agreement on Tariffs and Trade among

the Members of the Preparatory Committee", is intended for adoption

as part of the final report of the preparatory Committee.

It was believed that the text of' the Report will be largely

self-explanatory. It may be noted, however, that the paragraph in

the Report which points out the importance of' avoiding new tariff

measures which :would tend to prejudice the proposed negotiations is

not,'of course, a legally binding obligation such as might prevent

countries from introducing tariff' changes regarded as urgent.

with regard to the proposal in the report that the tariff

agreement among the members of the Preparatory Committee 'should be

multilateral in form and in legal application, one delegation

considered that bilateral tariff agreements or agreements limited

to a small group of countries the benefits of which are generalized

under the operation of the most-favoured-nation clause, would be

preferable because they might be more easily revised when necessary.
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SECTION 2
GENERAL COMMERCIAL PROVISIONS

(EXCEPT MOST-FAVOURED-NATION TREATMENT)
AND GENERAL EXCEPTIONS

A substantial degree of agreement among all Members

participating on the Preparatory Committee was reached on questions
of the principle underlying these provisions. However, as was to

be expeoted, there were numerous differences of opinion, and a

number of reservations were made on account of national variations

in the practice of detailed administration.

Complete reconciliation of views was not possible to the

extent that agreed text for these Articles could be prepared, within

the time at the disposal of the Committee. A. greater degree of

unanimity might have been possible if more time had been available,
In addition, many of the Delegates' suggestions were merely

drafting points and it was felt that these should be dealt with by
the Drafting Committee which meets in New York in January 1947.
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SECTION 3
QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS AND EXCHANGE CONTROL

General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions (Article 19)

1. There was wide agreement with the proposal for a general rule

against the use of import and export restrictions and prohibitions,

the rule being subject to exceptions for the use of restrictions

in specified circumstances and under specified conditions.

2. The work of the Committee was based on the assumption that

the problem of ensuring adequate support for industrial development,

which was the subject of study by the Joint Coommittee of Committees I

and II, would be adequately covered in other Articles.

3. There was wide agreement for the view that during a post-war

transitional period it should be permissible to use such restrictions

for the equitable distribution of products in short supply, for the

maintenance of war time price control by countries undergoing

shortages as a result of the war, for the orderly liquidation of

temporary surpluses of government owned stocks and of industries

which were set up owing to the exigencies of war, but which it

would be uneconomic to maintain in normal times. These last two

exceptions would be subject to consultation with other interested

Members; and all these exceptions would be limited to a specified

post-war transitional period, which might, however, be subject to

some extension in particular cases.

4. There was wide agreement for an exception to the general

rule against expert restrictions or prohibitions so as to enable

a country to take temporary action to relieve critical shortages

of foodstuffs or other essential products.
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5. There was also wide agreement for an exceptional use of

restrictions to apply standards of classification and grading of

commodities in international commerce, subject to safeguards

against their misuse for the purpose of giving disguised protection.

6. Consideration was given to the suggestion that there should

be an exception permitting import restrictions on agricultural

or fisheries products.

(a) to accompany measures restricting the domestic production

or sale of like products and

(b) to remove a temporary domestic surplus by means which involved

selling that surplus at prices below the current market price

to certain groups of domestic consumers.

There wvas wide agreement for the view that a clause on these

lines was desirable; but two Delegations proposed that the exception

should not be confined to agricultural and fisheries products in

order to give similar protection to agricultural or underdeveloped

countries. One delegation, on the other hand, took the position

that the exception should cover only agricultural products. There

was wide agreement for the view that any supplies of the product

which were en route at the time at which public notice was given of

the restrictions should not be excluded, though they might be counted

against any quotas in the importing country. It was generally

agreed that this point should be covered in this Article unless it

were already adequately met in Article 15. It was suggested that

restrictions imposed under this exception should not be imposed on

seasonal commodities at a time when similar domestic products were

not available; and it was generally agreed that this suggestion

might usefully be further considered at the next meeting of the

Preparatory Committee. There was wide agreement for the view that
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restrictions on imports imposed to match a restriction on domestic

production should not be such as to reduce the proportion of import

to domestic production below the level which might otherwise have

been expected to rule, it being necessary to judge the situation

not only in the light of the position at a previous period but also

in the light of any changes in conditions which might have oocurred,

since that date. The view was, however, expressed that such a ,

rule might weigh unduly on the domestic producers, since the exporter,

in other countries might be able more readily to find alternative

markets.

7. The suggestion was put forward by some Delegations that the

.exception in the case of agricultural products should. be widened by

permitting restrictions on imported without restrictions on home

production so as to maintain domestic prices at a level sufficient

to cover domestic costs of production or -so as to enable a domestic

surplus to be cleared. It was suggested that this could be

accomplished by deleting the last three sentences of sub-paragraph

2(o) of Article 19. After discssion it was felt by other

Delegations that such proposals would extend the scope of the

exception to an undesirable degree.

8. Some Delegations put forward the suggestion that the wording

of the exception in the case of agricultural products should be

changed so that the words "for instance" would be inserted after the

words "to remove a temporary surplus of the like domestic products,

Other Delegations felt that this suggestion would permit an undesirable

expansion of the exception and therefore opposed the suggestion.

9. There was general agreement for the use of restrictions or

prohibitions on private trade in order to protect the position of State

trading enterprises operated under other Articles and for the use of

import or export quotas imposed under intergovernmental commodity

agreements concluded under this Charter.
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10. The suggestion was also made that it should be permissible to use

import restrictions, under proper safeguards, as an anti-dumping measure

in those cases of intermittent dumping in which import duties did not

provide a suitable instrument of control. After consideration it was

generally agreed that as for as the establishment of new industries are

concerned, the position should be sufficiently covered by proposals of

the Joint Committee of Committees I and Il. In respect of the threat

of intermittent dumping to established industries there was wide

agreement with the view that the position was probably already adequately

covered under Article 29; but one Delegation remained uncertain

whether this was in fact the case.

11. It was suggested that expert restrictions should be permitted for

the preservation of scarce natural resources even if there were no

restriction on domestic consumption, as would be required under Article

32 (j). While it was recognized that there might be cases in which

such action would be unobjectionable, the view was widely expressed that

such an exception, unless subject to sufficient safeguards, might

unduly restrict access to raw materials. It was generally agreed that

the point might usefully be further examined at the next meeting of

the Preparatory Committee.

12. It was suggested by one Delegation that restrictions on exports

should be permissible for the safeguard of living standards, for the

facilitation of industrial development andfor the stabilization of

domestic prices so as to achieve a balanced development of the national

economy, and that import restrictions should be permissible for the

enforcement of governmental measures to regulate domestic production,

distribution and consumption so as to maintain a dynamic equilibrium

between the diverse economic activities of a nation in the process of

industrialization. After discussion of these suggestions, there was
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wide agreement in the Committee that these proposals were already

adequately covered in the proposals of the Joint Committee of Committees

I and II on industrial development and by the proposals made by the

Committee in regard to the use of import restrictions under Article 20

to safeguard the balance of payments. These latter proposals are in

line with a request received from the Joint Committee that provision

"should be made to cover the position of a Member who, as a result of

its plans for industrial development or reconstruction, anticipates

that its accruing international monetary resources will be inadequate

to finance the needed imports of, for example, capital goods, for the

carrying cut of such plans unless it imposes regulations in respect of

certain classes of goods, for example, consumer goods."

13. Some delegations announced that, because they thought the

procedure laid down in Article D, paragraphs 4(a) and (c) of the

Draft Chapter on industrial Development needed further examination,

they might propose an addition to Article 19:2 to include another

exception in the following terms: "Import restrictions for the purpose

of economic development as a protective measure provided that they are

less restrictive in their effect than other forms of protection and

provided that they are in conformity with the criteria laid down for
the purpose by the Organization." Other delegations considered that

this point was sufficiently met in the Draft Charter relating to

Industrial Development. Some of these indicated they might wish to

reconsider their attitude to that Chapter, if such an addition were

made.

14. The Committee considered the question of the treatment of certain

existing preferential arrangements were established under inter-
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national agreemrnnts but not effected by tne normal method of a

difference in rates of duty. In these special circumstances they

recommend that any such arrangements remaining after the negotiations

contemplated for April 1947 should be dealt with by a provision in a

protocol to the Charter or (pending the conclusion of the Charter) to

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade to the effect that the

member applying these arrangements shall be entitled to continue them

or equivalent measures, pending either:

(a) an arrangement under Chapter VI, if the member countries

concerned desire that the product should be made the subject of

such arrangement, or,

(b) someother arrangement regarding the matter between the

member countries concerned.

The Committee agreed further that only a very limited number of

commodities fell under this heading and that the countries concerned

should establish the facts about there so that this recommendation on

the subject could be taken into account in the forthcoming negotiations.

It was further recognized that the concessions or lack of

concessions an respect of the items concerned would, for purposes of

assessing the results of the negotiations, stand on the same footing

as concessions or lack of concessions in respect of particular tariff

or preference items.

Restrictions to safeguard the Balance of Payments (Article 20)

1. There was general agreement for the view that it should be

permissible for a country to restrict imports when such restriction

was necessary to safeguard its external financial position, particularly

in view of the fact that in manycases there will be domestic
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employment, reconstruction, development or social policies which

result in increases in the demand for imports. It was recognized

that in many cases policies of internal reconstruction and

development mightbe an essential factor in restoring equilibrium

to a country's balance of payments on a sound and lasting basis.

2. Consideration was given to the best method of ensuring that such

a safeguard should be available for the protection of a country's

external financial position without giving freedom for the unnecessary

use of import restrictions. There was wideagreement with the view

that countries should undertake to observe certain princples in the

use of such import restrictions, and that, since the fundamental

objective was to safeguard a country's external financial position,

these principles should be based upon movements in the county's

monetary reserves. Import restriction, it was suggested, should only

be newly imposed or intensified in so far as was necessary to stop or

to forestall the immunent threat of a serious decline in monetary

reserves or, in the case of a member wath very low monetary reserves,

to achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its reserves.

3. There are, however, manyfactors to whichdue regard regardmustbe

paid in interpreting any such rules. There may be special

non-recurrent movements of funds affecting a country's reserves;

a country may have special credits outside its monetary reserves

which it might be expected to use to a proper extent and at a

proper rate to meet a strain on its external position;

country which has high reserves may, nevertheless, have high

future commitments or probable drains upon its resources to
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meet in the near future. All such factors -would have to be

taken into account in interpreting movements in a country's

resolves .

4.. It was generally agreed that there should be an undertaking

to remove or to relax restrictions on the same general principles,

as a countr's external financial position improved.
5. It was also generally agreed that, an order to avoid

unnecessary damage to the commercial interest of other Members,

import restrictions imposed to safe guarda Membr's external

financial position should not be carried to the point off

total exclusion of any particular class of goods.

6, Consideration was given to the relation which should

exist between Members and the Organization in order to ensure

that Members should, on tne one hand, not be able to abuse

the application of import restrictions on these grounds, but

should, on the other hand, have some certainty that they

could .applythem when necessary.

For these purposes, it was generally agreed that there would

have to be arrangements for consultation between the Members

and the Organization for complaint to the Organization, and

ultimately for the Organization to recomend the withdrawal

or modifacation of restrictions if these were being properly

applied .
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7. In this whole process of consultation, review and recommendation,

the Organisation; it was recognized, would have to keep in the closest

contact with the International Monetary Fund. The Fund is the

specialized agency which deals with the financial aspects of balance of

payments problems; and the use of import restrictions to safeguard

the external financial position of Members could only be properly

considered by the Organization if, at every stage, it invited the Fund

to participate in its consultations.

8. It was widely agreed that a first stage in this process should be

consultation as to the natue of a country's balance, of payments

difficluties, the various corrective .measures which may be available,

and the possible effects of such measures on the economies of other

Members. It was thought that a Member which was considering the

imposition of restrictions for the ;first. time should as a. general rule

undertake such consultations before imposing the restrictions and, in

cases in which previous consultation was impracticable, should under-

take such consultations as soon as possible after imposing the

restrictions. The Organizat.on should, it w.s generally thought, be

able to initiate consultations with any Member vwhich was already imposing

restrictions on these grounds, and should in any case, always initiate

such consultations with any Member which found it necessarly substantially

to intensify its restrictions. It was thought that the Crganization

should, within two years of its institution, review all. restrictions

existing at its institution and subsequently maintained on the grounds

of safeguarding Members' external financial positions.

9. Many Members which may find it necessary to impose restrictions

to safeguard their external financial position.nay wish to obtain some

security that the. restrictions which they are .applying or intend to

apply will not be challenged.,or that if their external position should

become sufficiently difficult they would be able to impose restrictions
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which would not be challened. For this reason, it was generally agreed,

a Member should have the right to obtain the previous approval of the

Organization for restrictions which it was already applying or intending

to apply, so that it could not be challenge by another Member when it

applied them. It was generally considered that such previous approval

should.relate to the general extent, degree and duration of the

restrictions and should not prevent another Member thereafter from

bringing a complaint to the Organization that the restrictions were

being applied in a manner which unnecessarily damaged its commercial

interests.

10. Similarly, a Member might seek the previous approval of the

Organization not in relation to any actual restriction which it was

already applying or intending to apply but in relation to the contingent

future conditions which, if they occurred, would justify it in applying

restrictions. For example, it might be agreed between the Member and

the Organization that the Member could not in any circumstances during

an agreed period ahead be reasonably expected to allow its monetary

reserves to fall below an agreed figure.

11. It was widely agreed that it should be open to any Member to bring

a complaint to the Organization that another Member was applying

restrictions when they were unnecessary to safeguard its external

financial position or that it was doing so in a way which unnecessarily

damaged the commercial interests of the complaining Member. In this

case the Organization, if it were satisfied that the complaining

Member hadmade out a prima facie case that its commercial interests

were adversely affected, should consider the complaint. It should

have power after consultation with the international monetary Fund to

recommend the withdrawal or modification of the restrictions; and if

the Member in question failed to withdraw or modify the appropriately
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such other Members of the Organization would be released from such

obligations towards the Member in question as the Organization might

specify. The Organization should, however, not be able to recommend

the withdrawal or general relaxation of restrictions insofar as it

had given previous approval for them; nor should it be able to do so

on the grounds that the Members' external financial difficulty could

be avoided by a change in the Members' domestic employrnent, reconstruction,

development or social policies.

12. It was generally agreed that a Member imposing restrictions on.

balance of payments grounds should be permitted to select imports for

restriction in such a way as to promote its domestic employment,

reconstruction, development or social policies, in accordance with its

own judgement as to the essentiality of the products concerned.

13. It was generally agreed that if there were a persistent and

widespread application of restrictions on these grounds, there should

be a procedure whereby the Organization in consultation with the

International Monetary Fund should initiate discussions with the

Members to consider whether othermeasures might not be taken by

the countries with favourable or those with unfavourable balances of

payments or by the Economic and Social Council or any appropriate

intergovernmental specialized agencies to remove the underlying

disequilibrium.

14. It was generally agreed that the principles and procedures

for restricting imports ùnder private trade to safeguard a Member's

external financial position should be applied mutatis mutandis to

the restriction (to a greater extent than would otherwise be

permissible) of imports by a State trading organisation. It

should, however, be provided that the disclosure of information
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which would hamper the commercial operations of such a State trading

organization would not be required.

15. There was general agreement for the view that in the early

years after the war the Organization, in'the functions proposed for'

it under this Article and under Article 22, should pay due regard to

the difficulties of post-war adjustment with which the Members would

be confronted in varying degrees.

16. The Committee had referred to it a request of the Joint Committee

of Committees I and II "that in Article 20 provision should be made

to cover thé position of a Member who, as a result of its plans for

industrial development or reconstruction, anticipates that its

accruing international monetary resources will be inadequate to

finance the needed imports of goods, for example, capital goods,

for the carrying out of such plans unless it imposes regulations.

in respect of certain classes of goods, for example, consumer goods".

This point is met in the draft text of Article 20 which is appended

to this report. Under paragraph 2(a) a country could apply quantitative

import restrictions to anticipate the imminent threat of a serious

decline in its monetary reserves. Moreover, it is theresuggested

that in interpreting this principle due regard should be had to any

commitments 'or other circumstances such may be affecting a country's

needs for reserves. It follows that a country wihch was threatened

-with a serious ,decline in its reserves and which had heavy external

payments to meet in the near future could protect its external

financial, position by import restrictions.

17. In paragraph 1 of the draft Article 20 it is recognized that

`Members .ay need import restrictions as a means of safeguarding

their external financial position ..... particularly in view of
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their increased demand for the imports needed to. carry out their

domestic,.,., development policies"; and in paragraph 3(e) of

the draft *rticle 20 it is laid down that "the Organization

shall not recommend the withdrawal or general relaxation of

restrictions on the ;;rounds that the existing or prospective

.balance of paynents difficulties of the Member in question could

be avoided by a change in the Membber'.s domestic .......

development ,...,. policies". Thus it is clear that a Member

could not be required t modify its domestic development plans

on the rounds that they imposed a strain on its balance of

payments and thus made control of imports necessary..

18. In paragraph 4 of draft article 20 it is expressly laid

down that "a Membemay select imports for restriction, on

grounds of essentiality in such a way as to promote its domestic .

development .... policies", so that a Member could if necessary

restrict the import of consumer goods without restricting the

import of capital goods.

19. The Draft article would, however, prevent a Member from

*applying restrictions if its foreign exchange resources were

-sufficient for it to finance all types of imports. In other words,

the Member would be permitted-under Article 20 tu restrict only

to the extent necessary to safeguard its monetary reserves. Up.

to this point it would have te admit imports of one class or

another. Members would also be under an obligation not to apply

any restrictions of a selective character in a manner which

unnecessarily damaged the commercial interests of other Members.

* .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e
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20. Many of the problems which have been examined by the Committee

in connection with this article and with Articles 22 and 23 are

necessarily of very direct concern to the International monetary

Fund and, to a less extent, to the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development. Trade restrictions applied to

safeguard external financial rescurces will inevitably be of common

interest to the International Trade Organization and to the

International Monetary Fund. In particular, since it is generally

agreed that trade restrictions should be avoided whenever possible, the

question arises of the possibility of alternative means under the

procedures of the Fund and the Bank for meeting a disequilibrium in

balances of payments.

21. In considering these problems the Committee has been much helped

by the benefit of the views of the observers from the Fund and the

Bank. It is generally felt that it would be of great assistance

to the work of the Preparatory Committee if the Fund and the Bank

could be invited to study the Draft Articles 20, 22 and 23 appended

to this report so as to be in a position to put their considered views

on these issues before the next meeting of the Preparatory Committee.

22. One delegation suggested to the Committee that there should be

amendments providing for (1) broadening the criteria under which

restrictions could be imposed for balance-of-payments reasons, (2)

eliminating the provision for complaints by Members against such

restriction maintained by other Members, and (3) the use of

quantitative restrictions as a means for creating favourable

conditions for the industrial development of an economically

undeveloped country. It was generally agreed that these proposals

to some extent had been met in this Chapter and in the Chapter on

Industrial Development, and that further changes would expand the

use of quantitative restrictions too far.
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Non-dliscriminatory Administration of
Quantitative Restrictions (Article 21)

1. There was wide agreement with the proposal that there should,

be a general rule, for non-discrimination in the use of quantitative

restrictions, the necessary exceptions to this Seneral rule being

listed. in the subsequent Article.

2. In applying the principle of non-discrimination to import

restrictions it was generally agreed that the following represented

a desirable set of principles which should also apply to tariff quotas:

(a) Wherever possible a global quota should be fixed in

advance for tho importation of the product in question;

(b) Where (a) is not practicable, restrictions might be

applied by import licenses without a global quota;

(c) Whether issued within a global quota or without a global

quota import licenses or permits should, in general, not tie

the import to a particular source of supply;

(d) Where (c) is not practicable, the restrictions might take

the form of a quota allocated among the various sources of

supply. In this case the general principle should be to

allocate the quotas on commercial principles such as price,

quality and customary sources of supply. These commercial

principles might be applied in principle in either of two ways:

(i) Agreement might be sought between the exporters

which had a substantial interest in supplying the

product.

(ii) Where (i.) is not reasonably practicable, reference

should be made to shares in a previous representative

period, due account being taken of special factors

which may have affected the trade in tho product.-

The Member should make the initial decisions about the shares
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of the quotas under (ii) but should be prepared to enter into

consultations about adjustments;

(e) No conditions should be imposed such as to prevent any

Member country from making full use of its share in any quota,

subject to importation being made within any prescribed period

to which the quota may relate.

3. It was generally agreed that Members should undertake to supply

adequate information about the administration of their import

restrictions. In cases in which import licenses were used,

information should be supplied at the request of any Member having

a substantial interest in the trade about the administration of the

licenses and about the licenses granted, but there should be no

obligtion to reveal the names of importing or supplying firms.

Where quotas were fixed public notice should be given in advance

of the size of the quota; and where the quota is allocated among

supplying countries all Members having an interest in supplying the

product should be given prompt notice of the shares of the various

countries ln the quotas.

Exceptions from Rule of
Non-discrimination (Article 22)

1. It was generally agreed that there must be the following

exceptions from the general rule of non-discriminption in the

application of quantitative restrictions:

(a) Members should not be precluded, from the imposition of

restrictions which have the equivalent effect of the exchange

restrictions which a country could, impose under Article VII

Section 3(b) of the Articles of Agreement of the International

Monetary Fund (scarce currencies clause).

(b) A group of territories which have a common quota in the

International Monetary Fund. should, be able to impose restrictions
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against imports from other countries in order to protect their

common monetary reserves.

(c) Members should be able to assisted by measures not involving

a substantial departure from the general rule of non-discrimination,

a country whose economy has been disrupted by war; but this

freedom should have a closing date, 31 December 1951.

(d) Some elemet of discrimination in impact and export

restrictions may be needed in order to carry out intergovernmental

commodity agreements under the commodity policy provisions of the

Charter or in order to apply the restrictions which have been

suggested for the post-war transitional period to ensure an

equitable distribution among consuming countries of products in

short supply (see paragaphe 3 and 9 of the report on Article 19).

2. A more difficult problem arises in the treatment of inconvertible

currencies. It is generally agreed that the objective is to establish

multilateral trading over as wide an area as possible and. that for

this purpose it is desirable that currencies should become convertible

as soon as is safely possible. But so long as semecurrencies remain

inconvertible there is difficulty in reconciling the full application

of tho principle of non-discrimination with the courses of action

which are imposed upon Members by their external financial situations.

This difficulty isof course fully recognized, as far as exchange

restrictions are concerned in the provisions of Article XIV of the

Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund. The

problem here is to make appropriate provision for this difficulty

In the trade field.

3. The nature of the difficulty may be conveniently expressed by

considering the position of country A which has a favourable balance

of payments with country B which has an inconvertible currency.
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This favourable balance can be settled only by:

(a) Accumulation by A of inconvertible balances of B's

currency or by a loan to 23 in A's currency, or

(b) an increase in A'simports from B; or

(c) a reduction of A'sexports toB.

4. IfA is unableor unwilling to make the appropriate loan

under (a) and if the costs of B are too high to enable A to accept

B's exports without infringing the rule of non-discrimination, the

only poseibili. reduction in A's exports to B. It has been

argued. that A can always avoid this difficulty by selling the

exports which would otherwise have gone to B to countries with

convertible currencies and there was general agreement that where

the majorityof countries had convertible currencies, this would

normally be thee case. It has been argued, on the other hand, that

countries which normally conduct a large proportion of their trade

with countrieswhose currencies are inconvertible, might be obliged

to restricttheir trade substantially because of the limited import

capacity of countries wlth convertible currencies, and.that

consequently the additional purchase of imports from Country B,

even on a discriminatory basis, might be less restrictive of world

trade than the full applïcation of non-discrimination. It was

furthermore agreed that any provisions made to deal with this

general problem should also cover the problem of balences of

inconvertible curriencies accumulated before the entry into force of

the Charter.

5. It was agreed that in any case Members should.be entitled to

attach conditions to their exports such as would be necessary to

ensure that exporting country would receive for its exports its

own currency or the currency of any member of the International

Monetary Fund specified by the exporting country and thus avoid the
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danger of being, in effect, compelled to accumulate balances of

inconvertible currency.

6; It was generally agreed that there must be some provision also

to deal with the corresponding impart problems, but it was felt

that thore were serious dangers in a wide exception from tho rule

of non-discrimination even during the post-war transitional period.

If such a period were at all prolonged, it would permit the

establishment of bilateral patterns of trade and discriminatory

practices generally which would effectively prevent the development

of multilateral trade which is a central objective of the Charter.

It was argued that such arrangements would tend to became self-

perpetùating and that their possibility would, in effect, delay the

achievement of sound and lasting equilibrium in the balances of

payments of the countries with inconvertible, currencies and: would

thus postpone for an indefinite period 'their ability to make their

currencies convertible. On the other hand, it vas argued that if

countries with. inconvertible currencies had to..face the full rigour

of international competition, they would be forced to restrict their

imports from allsources to a degree which would seriously impair

their prospects of recovery, and it was further argue. that the

existence of some provision to enable countries with convertible

currencies to apply discriminatory restrictions in special -

circumstances would encourage countries with inconvertible currencies

to take the risk of accepting convertibility at an earlier stage

than they would have otherwise been prepared to do,

7. It was generally agreed that a solution of the difficulty could

be found, by permitting discriminatory import restrictions under two

conditions, both cf which vould have to be fulfilled.

(a) that the discrimination should increase the Memberes total

imports above the maximum level which would be possible in the
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bsence of the discrimination. The intensity of the import

restrictions which a Member in permitted to impose under

-Article 20 is determined by the pressure upon its monetary

reserves. This fixes the amount of imparts which it can

afford from countries with convertible currencies. The

purpose of this condition is to ensure that a.Member will

purchase as much as it can afford from these. source and

that it would not be pormitted to discriminate unless this

would, enable it to secure additional imports from countries

with inconvertible curroncies. It would thus impossible

far a Member to decrease its total imported from countries

with convertible currencies.-by discriminatory restrictions.

(b) that the discrimination should. either correspond to

exchange restrictions permissible under the Articles of

Agreement of the International Monetary Fund, or should, parry

with it the approval 'of the Organization in agreement with

the International Monetary Fund, which is the intergovernmental

specialized agency which in is competent in the field. The

Member would. not be entitled, to impose discriminatory import

regulations which did. not have equivalent effect toexchange

restrictions permitted to the Member under the Articles of

Agreement of the International Monetary. Fund, or under the

terms of a special exchange agreement .between the Membor and

the Orgaznization (see paragraph- 5 of- the report on Article 23)

if the Member were not imposing exchange restrictions it

would be able to impose discriminatory import restrictions

in special circumstances only with the prior approval of the

* Organization in agreement with the Fund..

8. In view of the advantages which may be expected. to accrue

to thetrade of all countries fromthe other provisions of the
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Charter, it was generally considered appropriate that the

discriminatory element in any trado restrictions applied. undor

this provision (or exchange restrictions having equivalent effect)

should, from tho outset, be liable to be withdrawn or modified if

tho Organization, after consultation with tho International Monetary

Fund, found that they were being applied. inconsistently with the

exceptions provided under this Article or in a manner which

diseriminated unnccessarily against the trade of another Member.

It should, hewever, always be possible for a Member to souk the

Organization's prier approval for its action and in this case it

would not be open to challenge to the extent to which such approval

was given; where the Member was not imposing exchange.restrictions

this prior appreval would be obligatory.

9. It was suggested to the Committee that if there were an abrupt

or serious decline in effective demand by one or more Members, the

imposition of non-discriminatory import restrictions under Article 20

by other Members might in some casesbe more injurious to world

trade than discriminatory restrictions, and that provision should

be made in this Article for permitting such discriminationsif the

Organization considered. that this general situation existed and

warranted their application. After consideration, it was agreed,

that the Organization would have adequate powers under the revised

Article 30, takinginto account paragraph (F) of Chapter III on

Employment Provisions, to meet this contingency.

10, A main objective of the Organization is to achieve the earliest

possible elimination of all discriminations which restrict the

expansion of world trade. The difficulties which the Article is

designed to meet may bc hoped, to narrow very considerably as an

increasing number of Members accept the obligations of Article VIII,

Sections 2, 3 and 4 of the Articles of Agreement of the International
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Monetary. Fund. It is therefore generally agreed that the provisions

sub-paragraphs l(d) (iii) and (iv) of this Article should be

reviewed when three -quarters of the Members of tho Organization

have made their currencies convertible, or in any event, not later

than the end of 1951.

Exchange Arrangements (Article 23)

1. The problem of foreign exchange arrangements in relation to

the Organization is a question of great importance, since commercial

obligations can be fundamentally affected by such matters as exchange

control, exchange depreciation, multiple exchange rates, etc. The

International Monetary Fund is the specialized. agency which has been

instituted to deal with these matters, and it is desirable as fer

as possible to avoid overlapping functions between it and the

Organization. Where trade matters and exchange matters inevitalbly

overlap it is desirable that there should be the maximum consultation

and co-operation between the Fund, and Organization.

2.. It was agreed that Members should undertake not to seek by

exchange action to frustrate the purposes of this Charter, nor to

seek by trade action to frustrate the purposes of the Articles of

Agreement of the International Monetary Fund.

3. It was agreed, that the problemswould be much simplified if all

Members of the Organization were also Members of the International

Monetary Fund. The Committee came to no decision on the question

of requiring commonmembership, however, as some of the delegations

felt it may well be necessary to allow freely for independent

Membership of the Organization and the Fund.

4. Consideration was therefore given to the question whether.

special provision should not be made for a country which wished to

become a Member of the Organization without become a Member of the

Fund. It was generallyrecognized. that somee such provision might
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provo to be necossary, but it was thought that examination of this

issue could. usefully wait until the probable Membership of the

Organization and of the Fund became clearer. Pending this further

examination, the Draft Article 23 in the Appendix to this Report

has been expressed ln a way which implies that Members of the

Organization would in general be expected to be members of the

Fund, but that meane could be provided for non-members of the Fund.

to join the Organization.

5. It was widely agreed that if the general principle were adopted

that Members of the Organization should. also be Members of the Fund,

oppertunity must nevertheless be left for a Member of the Organization

to exercise the right which it would have under the Articles of

Agreement of the International Monetary Fund to withdraw at short

notice from the Fund. - a right which would. be compromised if a Member.

of the Organization were roquired. to be a Member of the Fund, and. were

not free to withdraw from the Organization at short notice.

6. It was generally conesidered appropriate that any Member of

the Organization which was not also a Member of the Fund should not

have full freedom in exchange matters, since by exchange arrangements

it might frustrate its trade obligations. There was a wide measure

of agreement for the suggestion that such a Member should enter

into a special. agreement with the Organization in exchange matters

which would. provide that the purposes common to the Organization and.

the Fund would not be frustrated as a result of Action in exchange

matter by the Member in question, In such cases the Organization

would accept the opinion of the Fund whether action by the Member.

in question in exchange matters was permissible under the terms of

the special. exchange agreement; and the Member would undertake to

provide the Organization with the-information necessary for reaching

such a decision.
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SECTION 4
SUBSIDIES

A. Subsidies on Primary Products

1. In general the intention of Article 25 of the United States

Draft Charter is to give members whose interests are prejudiced by

subsidization the right to a full international consideration of

their case, to oblige subsidizing members to participate in such

consideration and to provide for limiting subsidization so that its

prajudicial effects may be reduced.

2. As concerns primary products, the Article recognizes that, when

trade is distorted by the special difficulties referred to in Chapter VI,

the procedures of that Chapter rather than those. of this Article should

apply.

3. In view of the fact that export subsidies are recognized as

beingmore likely to distort trade than so-called "domestie" sub-

sidies, the article looks toward the early elimination of the former

in most cases but merely to the limitation of the latter. Never-

theless it is emphasized that the Article envisages gradual rather

than sudden modifications of subsidies in cases where such modifica-

tion calls for substantial economic and social adjustment in the

affected member countries.

4. The points considered in revising the text of Article 25 of

the Draft Charter are indicated below:

(a) Wherever the Charter has words such as "injury to the

trade of a member", it was thought advisable to say "prejudice

to the interest of a member". It was felt that, this wording

would. in practice facilitate application..
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(b) The word "limiting" in the last sentence of paragraph 1

(as shown in the Appendix) is used in a broad sense to indicate

maintaining the subsidization at as low a level as possible, and

the gradual reduction in subsidization over a period of time

where this is appropriate.

(c) One delegation suggested that the Interim Drafting Committee

be requested to consider adding, after the words "imports of

such product" in the first sentence or paragraph 1, the words

"or of closely competitive products". .Another delegation

declared that it was not in a position to judgewhether such a

request should be made.

(d) It was suggested that the Drafting Committee consider

whether it is necessary to retain the cross reference clauses

beginning, "Except as provided" at the beginning of paragraph 1.

(e) The words added at the end of the second sentence of

paragraph 2 are designed to make it clear that payments to

producers from theproceeds of domestic taxes from which

export products are exempted are looked upon. as "domestic"

rather than export subsidits. The added words, and the

sentence to .hich they are attached, are essentially explanatory

of part of the first sentence of paragraph 2.

(f) The substitution of the phrase "a complete analysis of

the practices in question and the facts justifying them" for

the words "an explanatory statement", in the fourth sentence of

paragraph 2 is associated with a discussion of possible results

of the determination mentioneded in the following sentence. It

was felt that under certain circumstances some export subsidies

right be justified as being consistent with the objectives of

the Charter.
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(g) It was considered whether the words "the like product"

in the first sentence of paragraph 2 could be construed in

such a way as to permit escaping the provisions of this paragraph.

in cases when the exported product differs slightly from a pro-

duct sold in the domestic market. It was decided, however,

that this would be a case falling under the terms of Article 30

and thus that the measure, whether or not in conflict with the

terms of Chapter IV of the Suggested Charter, would imply

nullification or impairment of the Chapter. The subsidizing

member would, therefore, be obliged to .give sympathetic consider-

ation to the views of other interested members and, assuming

good faith, the problem could probably be solved., The implica-

tions of qualifying words, such as "the like or similar product",

might be considered by the Drafting Committee.

(h) Certain delegations felt that the period of three years

prescribed in the third sentence of paragraph 2 for giving

effect to the provisions of that paragraph was unduly long.

It was agreed that the question of shortening this period

should be taken up at a later stage, after the countries had

had the opportunity of considering the effect of' such a

shortening on their domestic legislation.

(i) One delegation reserved its position in regard. to para-

graph 2 in the following words: "The adoption or maintenance'

of subsidies or similar measures to promote the production or

exportation of certain special commodities in a member country

which has suffered from a chronic adverse balance of. payments

should be allowed until. such a time as its equilibrium in

the balance of payments will have been actually attained, when

the question of such measures may be reconsidered through
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consultation by the countries concerned." This delegation also

suggested that paragraph 3 should be amended so that "thc share

of any such special export in world trade, whether or not acquired

as a result of the use of subsidies or similar measures, should

not be subject to limitation by its share in world trade during

any previous representative period, except when it is proved to

be part of a burdensome world surplus." Certain delegations,

however, advised against these amendments because of the adverse

effect which such subsidies would have upon the trade of other

countries.

(j) The new paragraph 3 would render it possible for interested

members, in consultation with the Organization, to operate a

domestic stabilization scheme for a primary product if the

stabilized domestic price is at times below the export price and

if, through effective production controls or otherwise, the

scheme operated so as not to prejudice the interest of members.

Some delegations thought that this was implicit in paragraph 2.

and that the explicit exemption under paragraph 2 might render

it .more difficult to apply paragraph 2 so as to cover other

legitimate exceptions. Accordinglyy empty square brackets were

added at the end of the new paragraph to indicate that suggestions

may be forthcoming to cover other exceptional cases.

(k) One delegation raised the question of whether the comparison

made in paragraph 3 should not be between the export price and

the price paid to domestic producers, and requested that a

later opportunity be given to the delegation to consider

this matter.
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(1) The new sub-paragraph (a) of the renumbered paragraph 4

indicates that the consultative procedure of, Chapter VI with

reference to primary products in the case of which special

diffïculties may arise may be applied when subsidies on such

products call for determination by consultation under the terms

of paragraph 1 or 2. In this connection and in relation to

the provisions of the original paragraph 3 of the Draft Charter,

it was suggested that the Drafting Committee considers Article

25 in connection with Chapter VI and with Article 55, paragraph

6, with a view to simplifying the texts in question. They are

intended to provide:

(i) a uniform type of consultative procedure for dealing

with primary commodities in the case of which special

difficulties may arise either in the initial period

of transition or thereafter, and

(ii) an adequate consultative procedure for dealing with

non-primary products according to the general intentions

of article 25 expressed in the opening sentence of

this report.

(m) One delegation announced that it would reserve its position

regarding the provisions of sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) of

(the renunbered) paragraph 4.

(n) One delegation expressed the opinion that the Interim

Draft Committee should consider the provisions in Article ll

of the United States Charter in connection with Article 25.

It felt specially that article ll should, in about the same way

as paragraph 2 (a) of Article 19 does for quotas, provide fort

the legitimation of subsidies, if these were accepted after

consultation by interested members.
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B. Subsidies on manufactured Goods

The question of subsidies on manufactured goods was submitted

in the light of document submitted by the United States Delegate at

a meeting of the Drafting Sub-Committee on Industrial Development in

connection with proposal that the existing provisions of the United.

States Draft Charterbh'baaltred so asto provide leeway for the use

of measures assist developing industries under certain circumstances.

It is pointed Out in the last-mentioned document that Article .25

of the Draft Charter ``would permit. without serious qualification,

the use of govermental subsidies for the purpose of establishing

and expanding a manufacturing industry". The requirements laid

down. in Article 25 in respect of such subsidies, it is stated are

moderate and 1';

1. If the subsidydoes not reduce imports no requirements

are made

2. If the subsidy does reduce imports the only requirement -

subject to what is said below - is that it be reported to the

International Trade Organization together with indindication

concerning theprobable effect of the subsidy and the reason

why: it is necessary..

3. Even if the subsidy should cause serious injury to

international trade the only requirement is that the members

granting it discuss with members whose interest is seriously

prejudiced the possibility of limiting the subsidy. In view

of these facts no change in the draft text of the article

on subsidies, as it appears in the appendix to this report,

was considered necessary.

One country drew attention to the fact that only the

richer countries were able adequately to support their industries

by means of subsidies.
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SECTION 5
.STATE TRADING

Non-discriminatory Administrationof
State Trading Enterprises. (Article26)

The provisions of Article 26 of the Draft Charter were, on the

whole deemed acceptable to the Committee, subject to the modifications

indicated below.

1. It was considered that this Article - in conformity with certain

others in that Charter - should be modified so as to refer to goods

only. Hence the words "or services" were deleted in the first

paragraph.

2. In paragraph 1 of Article 26 the words "distribute or produce" in

the first sentence have been placed in square brackets for the reason

that certain delegations consider that it should be possible for a

Member government to confer exclusive or special privileges upon

certain types of enterprise, e.g., for carrying on certain types of

manufacture, without at the same time exercising effective control

over the trading' operations of such enterprise. In order to make

their point of view clear these'Delegations wish to add in square

brackets "and exercises effective control over the trading operations

of such enterprise,". Other Delegations, however, consider that in

such circumstances it would be proper that the government conferring

the exclusive or special. privileges should assume the responsibility

of exercising effective control over operations affecting the external

trade of such enterprise.

3. The ilustrative examples of ``commerciall consideration" by which

the State Trading enterprise of a member state should be guided in

fulfilling its obligation of non-discrimninatory administration, were

supplemented to include "differential custems treatment".
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4. Attention was paid to the nature of the "specifio and detailed

information" which the member maintaining a state enterprise was required

to provide by the terms of the Draft Charter in order to make possible

a determination whether. the trading operations of the enterprise

fulfilled the requirements of paragraph 1. It was argued that such

ente-prise should not be called upon to-provide more information than

a private enterprise trading under the same or similar conditions.

Accordingly, the last sentence of paragraph 1 was amended so as to

fall in liue with the provisions of Article 30 of the Charter.

5. Since paragraph 1 of Article 8 of the Draft Charter had been

amended by deletion of the provision relating to governmental

contracts, it was felt necessary to insert a new paragraph in Article 26

dealing with the subject. A distinction was made as between governmental

purchase for resale which are covered by this paragraph, and purchases

for governmental use and not for resale. The.discussion on this

latter. point was prompted by the consideration that in some countries

purchases of industrial and other equipment of various types from

abroad might weIl) be effected through the medium of state enterprise

and that, while it might be difficult in certain circumstances to

observe the rule of commercial considerations" for such purchases,

it was at least necessary to provide that the rule of "fair and

equitable treatment" should apply- but that in applying it full regard

should be given to all relevant circumstances. The question was

raised whether purchases on the basis of the so-called "tied loans"

would be considered to conformwith this rule. The view was generally

held that a country receiving a loan would be free to take this loan

into account as a "commercial consideration' when purchasing its

requirements abroad. The position of countries making such "tied

loans" was another question.
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6. Two change were made in the definition of a state enterprise in

the last paragraph of this Article. For greater clarity, the words

"directly or indirectly" were deleted and the words "effective control"

were substituted for the tenn "a substantial measure of control".

7. A small sub-committee composnd of representatives of the Netherlands,

the Union of South Africa and the United States consiared the question

of Marketing Boards. It was agreed that when such Boards buy or sell they

would come under the provisions relating to state trading. Where they

lay down regulations governing private trade their activities would be

covered by the relevant Articles of the Draft Charter.

The report of the Sub-Committee on Marketing Boards was noted

by the Sub-Committee on State Trading with the understanding that the

tem marketing Boarda was confined to Boards established by express

govermnental action.

Expansion of Trade by Stats Monopolies
of Individual Products.(Article27)

The principle underlying Article 27 of the Dratt Charter, being the

counterpart of paragraph 1 of Article 13 of that Charter, was considered

generelly acceptable. The changes which were recommended and which

are listed below serve mainly two puposes - first, to provide a more

accurate basis for the determination of the "negotiable margins"

and. secoandly, to take into account the special nature of fiscal

monopolies,

1. The references. to Article 28 of the Draft Charter in the first

sentence was provisionally removed (See Article 28 below).

2. The term"landed cost, before payment of any duty, of such

products purchased by the monopoly from suppliers in Member states"

.as subs-ituted for the wording of (a) of that Article reading "the

price at which such product is offered for sale to the monopoly
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by foreign suppliera" since it ;as considered that a more offer

did not provide a firm basis for the calculation of' the margin. A

similar change was made in (b) in respect of exports. Moreover, since

in certain courtries imports by state monopolies are subject to

customs duty, it was considered appropriate to choose a definition

which, while talking into account all costs up to the moment of'

entry, excluded duties and other char-es (e.g. internal taxes,

transportation and distribution), It was generally agreed, however,

that it would be open to countries to negotiate, if they wishedd, a

margin representing the difference between the total cost of a product,

(i.e. including internal taxes, coats of distribution and transportation

etc. and, where appropriate, profit) and the monopoly's first hand

selling price in the home market.

3, It was considered that, when calculating the margin under (b)

of Article 27, allowance should be made for a margin of profit; that

margin, however, should not be so excessive as to restrict the volume

of trade in .the product concerned. Accordingly, the words "a reasonable

margin of profit" were added.

4. It was considered appropriate that, in applying the margin

determined by negotiation, landed costs and selling prices might be

averaged over a recent period of years, and a sentence to that

effect was added.

5. In view of the changes likely to be made by other Sub-Cormittees

in the Articles of the Draft Charter (in particular in relation to

.quantitative restrictions and to "escape clauses") it was felt

advisable to delete the reference to Chapter C of the Draft

Charter and to substitute therefor the words "subject to the

other provisions of this Charter". The sentence was further
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modified so as to permit of account being taken, in the case of

imports, of rationing of the product to consumers, and in the case

of exports, of the quantities available for export.

G. Attention was paid to the special position of monopolies

operated for revenue purposes. It was contended that their profits

(and consequently the margins between their ``landedd costa" and

selling prices) had to be regarded as a form of internal taxation,

A new paragraph (2) was added to cover the case of such monopolies.

7. One delegation wishedd to reserve its position generally upon

this Article.

Expansion of Trade by Complete State
Monopolies of Import Trade.(Article 28)

Although Article 28 of the Draft Charter was not discussed as

to substance, it was decided that it should remain provisionally

as it appears in the Draft Charter.
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SECTION 6
RELATIONS WITH NON-MEMBERS

The Comittee-considered the relevant Article of the United

States Draft Charter which reads:

"Article 31 Contractual Relations 'ith Non-Members - Treatment
of Trade of Non-Members

"1. No Member shall seek exclusive or preferential advantages

for its trade in the territory of any non-Member which would

result, directly or indirectly, in discrimination in that

territory against the trade of any other Member.

"2. No Member shall be a party to any agreement or other

arrangement with any non-Member under which such non-Member

shall be contractually entitled to any of the benefits under

this Charter.

"3. With regard to countries which, although eligible for

membership, have not become Members or have withdrawn from

the Organization, no Member shall, except with the concurrence

of the Organization, apply to the trade of such countries

the tariff reductions effected by such Member pursuant to

article 18. This paragraph shall become effective upon the'

expiration of one year from the date on which the Organization

is established: Provided, that this period may be extended

by the Organization for further periods not to exceed six

months each.

"4.Members undertake to review any international obligations

they may have which would prevent them from giving full effect

to paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article and, if necessary, for

that purpoese, to terminate such obligations either by agreement

cr in accordance with their terms."

The Committee decided to leave the question of relations with

non-Members for further consideration at a later stage.
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APPENDIX

.!RAFT TEXTS OF ARTICLES.

1. Most-favoured-nation Treatment,
Tariffs and Tariff Preferences etc.

General Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment (Article 8)

l. With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind imposed

on or in connection with importation or exportation or imposed on

the international transfer of payments for imparts or exports, and'

with respect to the method of levying such duties and charges, and

with respect to all rules and. formalities in connection with

importation or expectation, and with respect ;toall matters affected.

by the provisions relating to national treatment in Article 9, any

advantage, favour, privilege or immunity granted by any Member

country to any product originating in or destined. for any other

country, shall be accorded immedintely and unconditionally to the

like product originating in or destinecd for allother Member

countries.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall not be

construed to require the elimination of any preferences in respect

of customsduties and other charges imposed on importation which

do not exceed the preferences remaining after the negotiations

contemplated in Article 18, and which fall within the descriptions

set forth in (a), (b) or (c),below:

(a) Preferences in force exclusively

(1) between territories in respect 'of which there

existed on 1 July 1939 cammon Bovereignty or

relations of protection or suzerainty, or

(ii) between the territories comprised in Annex X to

this Chartor*.

* This Annex would relate to the countries of the British
Commonwealth.
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/ Each Member to which provision (i) applies shall provide a list

of such territoris, which lists shall be incorporated in an

annex to this Charter.

(b) Preforences in force exclusively between the United States

of America and the Republic of Cuba.

(c) Preferences in farce on 1 July 1946 exclusively between

neighbouring countries.

Reduction of Tariffs and Elimination of Preferonces (Article 18)

1. Each Member, other than a Member subject to the provisions of

Article 28, shall, upon therequest ofany other Member or Membors,

enter into reciprocal and mutually advantageous negotiations with

such pther Member or Members directed to the Substantial reduction

of tariffs and other charges on imports and exports, and to the

elimination of import tariff preferences. These negotiations shall

proceed in accordance with the following rules:

(a) Prior international commitments shall not bo permitted. to

stand in the way of negotiations with respect to tariff

preference, it being undorstood that action resulting from,

such negotiations shall not require the modification of

existing international obligations, except by agreement between.

the contracting parties or, failing that, by termination. of

such obligations in accordance with their term.

(b) All negotiated reductions in most-favoured.-nation import

tariffs shall operate automatically to reduce or eliminate

margins of preference.

(c) The binding or consolidation of low tariffs or of tariff-

free treatment shall in principle be recognized as a concession

equivalent in value to the substantial reduction of high tariffs

or the elimination of tariff preferences.
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2. Each Member participating in negotiations pursuant to paragraph 1

of this Article shall koep the Organization informed of the progress

thereof and shall transmit to the Organization a copy of the

agreement or agreements incorporating the results of such negotiations.

3. If any Member considers that any other Momber has failed, within

a reasonable period of time, to fulfil its obligations under

paragraph l of this Article, such Member may refer the matter to the

Organization, which shall investigate the matter and make appropriate

recommendations to the Members concerned. The Organizationa if it

finds that a Member has, without aufficiant justification, having

regard to the provisions of the Charter as a whole, failed to

negotiate with such complaining Member in accordance with the

requirements of paragraph l of this Article, may determine that the

complaining Member, or in exceptional cases the Members of the

Organization generally, shall, notwithstanding the provisions of

Article 8, be entitled to withhold from th, trade of the other

Member any of the tariff benefits which the complaining Member, or

the Members of the Organization generally, as the case may be, may

have negotiated pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article. If such

benefits are in tact withheld so as to result in the application to

the trade of the other Member of tariffs higher than would otherwise

have beer, applicable, such other Member shall then be free, within

sixty days after such action is taken, to withdraw from. the

Organization upon the expiration of sixty days from the date on

which written notice of such withdrawal is received by the

Organization. The provisions of this paragraph shall operate in

accordance with the provisions of Article 56.

Emergency Action on Imports of Particular Products (Article 29)

1. If, as a result of unforeseen developments and.of the effect

of the obligations incurred under or pursuant to this Chapter, any
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product is being imported into the territory of any Member in such

increased. quantities and under such conditions as to cause or

threaten serious injury to domestic producers of like or similar

products (or, in the case of a product which is the subject of a

.concession with respect to the preference, to producers in a

territory which receives or received. such preferenco), the Member

shall be free to withdraw the concession, or suspend the obligation,

in respect of such product, in whole or in part, or to modify the

concession to the extent and for such time as may be necessary to

provent such inJury.

2. Before any Member shall take action pursuant to the provisions

of paragraph 1 of this Article, it shall give notice in writing to

the Organization as far in advance as may be practicable and. shall

afford the Organization, and the other Members having a substantial

interest as exporters of the product concerned, an opportunity

to consult with it in respect of the proposed action In critical

and exceptional circumstances such action may be taken provisionally

without prior consultation:

Provided: That consultation shall be effected immediately following

upon tho taking of such accion. If agreement among the interested.

Members with respect to the action is not reached, the Member which

proposes to take or continue the action shall, nevertheless, be

free to do so, and if such action is.taken or continued the other

affected Members shall thon be free, not later than sixty days after

such action is taken, to suspend, upon the expiration of sixty days

from the date on which written notice of such suspension is received.

by the Organization, the application to the triade of the Member

taking such action, of such substantially equivalent obligations

or concessions under this Chapter the suspension of which the

Organization does not recommend against. In serious cases the

Organization may authorize an affected Membor to suspend. concessions
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or obligations in addition to these which may be substantially

equivalent to the action originally taken.

Consultation - Nullification or Impairment (Article 30)

1. Bach Member will accord sympathetic consideration to, and. will

afford adequate opportunity for consultation regarding, such

representations as may be made by any other Member with respect to

the operation of customs regulations and formalities, quantitative'

and exchange regulations, state-trading operations, sanitary laws

and. regulations for the protection of human, animal or plant life

or health, and generally all matters affecting the operation of

this Chapter.

2. If any Member should. consider that any other Member has

adoptod any moasure, whether or not it conflict with the terms of

this Charter, or that any situation has arisen, which has the effect

of nullifying or impairing any object of this Charter, the Members

concerned shall give sympathetic consideration to such written

representations or proposals as may be made with a view to

effecting a satisfactory adjustment of the matter. If no such

adjustment can be effected the matter may bo referred to the

Organization, which shall, after investigation, and if necessary

after consultation with the Economic and Social Council of the

United Nations and. any other appropriate international specialized.

agencies, make appropriate recommendations to the Members concerned.

The Organization,. if it considers the case serious enough to justify

such action, may authorize a Member or Members to suspend the

application to any other Member or Members of such specifed

obligations or concessions under this Chapter as maybe appropriate

in the circumstances. If such obligations or concessions are in

fact suspended, any affected Member shall then be free, not later

than sixty days after such action is taken to withdraw from the

Organization upon the expiration gf sixty days from the date on

which written-notice by the Organization of such withdrawal is received.
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Torritorial Application of Chapter IV -Customs Unions-
frontier Traffic (Article33)

1. The provisions of Chapter IV shall apply to the customs

territories of the Member countries. If there are two or more

customs territories under the jurisdiction of any Member, each

such customs territory shall be considered as a separate

Member country for the purpose of interpreting the provisions

of Chapter IV.

2. The provisions of Chapter IV shall not be construed to

prevent

(a) advantages accorded by any Member country to adjacent

countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic; or

(b) the formation of union for customs purposes of any

customs territory of any Member country and any other

customs territory:

Provided, that the duties and other regulations of commerce

imposed by any such union in respect of trade with other

Member countries shall not on the whole be higher or more

stringent than the average level of.the duties and

regulations of commerce applicable in the constituent

territories prior to the formation of such union.

3. Any Member proposing to enter into any union doscribed in

paragraph 2 (b) of this Article shallconsult with the Organization

and shall make available to the Organization such information

regarding the proposed union as will enable the Organization to

make such reports and recommendations to Members as it May deem

4. The Members recognize that there may in exceptional

circumstances be justification for new preferential arrangements
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requiring an exception to the provisions of Chapter IV. Any

such exception shall be subject to approval by tho Organization

pursuant to parapraph 2 of Article 55.

5. For tho purpose of this Article a customs territory shall

be understood to mean any area within which separate tariffs

or other regulations of commerce are maintained with respect to

a substantial part of the trade of such area. A union of

customs territoriesfor customs purposes shallbe understood

to mean the substitution of a single customs territory for two

or more customs territories, so that all tariffs and other

restrictive regulations of commerce as between the territories

of Members of the union are substantially eliminated and

substantially the same tariffs and other regulations of commerce

are applied by each of the Members of the Union to the trade of

territories not included in the union.

2. General Commercial Provisions
(except Most-favoured-nation Treatment

and General Exceptions
(See Introduction, paragraph 16, and Review of Work Section 2)

3. Quantitative Restrictions and Exchange Control

General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions (Article 19)

1. Except as otherwise provided. elsewhere in this Charter, no

prohibition or restriction, other than duties, taxes or other

charges, whether made effective through quotas, import licences or

other measures, shall be imposed or maintained by any Member

country, on the importation of any product of any other Member

country, or on the exportation or sale for export, of any product

destined for any other Member country.
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2. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shallnot

extend to the following:

(a) Prohibitions or restrictions on imports or exports

imposed or maintained during the early post-war tranasitional

period, which are essential to

(i) the equitable distribution among the several

consuming countries of products in short supply,

whether such products are owned by private

interests or by the Government of any Member

country, or

(ii) the maintenance of war-time price control by a

country undergoing shortages subsequent to the

(iii) the orderly liquidation of temporary surpluses

of stocks owned or controlled by the Government

of any Member country orof industries deveoloped

in any Member county owing to the exigencies of

the war which it would be uneconomic to maintain

in normal conditions:

Provided, that restrictions under (iii) of this sub-paragraph
may be imposed. by any Member only after consultation with

other interested Members with a view to appropriate

international action. Import and export prohibitions and

restrictions imposed or maintained under this sub-paragraph

shall be removed as soon as the conditions giving rise to

them have chased, and in any event, not later than 1 July 1949:

Provided, that this period may, with the concurrence of the
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Organization, be extended in respect of any product for

further periods not to exceed six months each.

(b) Export prohibitions or restrictions temporarily

imposed. to roliove critical shortages of food-stuffs or

other essential products in the exporting country.

(c) Import and export prohibitions or restrictions

necessary to the application of standards for the

classification and grading of commodities in international

commerce. If, in the opinion of the Organization, the

standards adopted by a Member under this sub-paragraph are

likely to have an unduly restriction effect on trade, the

Organization may request the Member to revise the standards,

Provided that it shall not request the revision of standards

internationally agreed under paragraph 6 of Article 16.

(d) Export or import quotas imposed under intergovernmental

commodity agreements concluded in accordance with the

provisions of Chapter VI.

(e) Import restrictions on any agricultural or fisheries

product, imported, in any form, necessary to the enforcement

of governmental measures which operate

(i) to restrict the quantities of the like domestic

product permitted. to be marketed or produced,

(ii) to remove a temporary surplus of the like domestic

product by making the surplus available to certain

groups of domestic consumers free of charge or at

prices below the current market level.
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Any Membor imposing restrictions on tho importation of any

product pursuant to thissub-paragraph shall give public

notice of. the total quantity or value of the product permitted

to be.imported during a specified period and of any change

in such quantity or value [provided that any supplies of

the product in question which were en route at the time at

which public notice was given shall not be excluded but may

be counted, so far as practicable, against the quantity

permitted to be imported in the period in question.]

Moreover, any restrictions imposed under (i) of this sub-

paragraph shall not be such as will reduce the total of

imports relative to the total of domestic production, as

compared with the proportion which might reasonably be expected

to rule between the two in tho absence of the restrictions.

In determining this proportion the Member shall pay due regard

to the proportion prevailing during a previous representative

period and to any special factors which may have affected or

may be affecting the trade in the product concerned. The

Member shall consult with any other Members interested in

the trade in question, who wish to initiate such consultations.

(f) Import and export prohibitions or restrictions imposed

on private trade for the purpose of establishing a newor

maintaining an existing monopoly of trade for a State trading

enterprise operated under Articles 26, 27 and 28.

Note on Article 19

The words in square brackets in 2 (e) should be retained only

if the matter is not fully covered in Article 15.
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Restrictions to Safeguard the Balanceof Payments. (Article 20).

1 Members may need import restrictions as a means of safe-

guarding their external financial position and as a step towards
the restoration of equilibrium on a sound and lasting basis,

particularly in view of their increased demand for the imports
needed to carry out their domestic employment, reconstruction,

development or social policies. Accordingly, notwithstanding
the provisions of Article 19, Members may restrict the quantity or

value of merchandise permitted to be imported insofar as this is

necessary to safeguard their balance of payments and monetary
reserves. The use of import restrictions under this paragraph

shall conform to the conditions and requirements set out in

paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of this Article.

2. Members undertake to observe the following principlés in the

use of such restrictions:-

(a) To refrain from imposing new or intensifying

existing restrictions except to the extent necessary

(having due regard to any special factors which may be

affecting the level of the Members' reserves, to any

commitments or other circumstances which may be affecting
its need for reserves, or to any special credits or other

resources which may be available to protect its reserves)

(i) to stop or to forestall the imminent threat of a

serious decline in the level of monetary reserves,

or

(ii) in the case of a Member with very low monetary
reserves to achieve a reasonable rate of increase

in its reserves.
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(b) To eliminate the restriction when conditions would no

longer justify the imposition of new restrictions under

sub-paragraph 2(a) of this Article and to relax them

progressively as such conditions are approached.

(c) Not to carry their imposition of new import restrictions

or the intensification of existing restrictions under

paragraph 2 (a) of this Article to the point at which it

involves the completeexclusion of imports of my class of

goods.

3, (a) Any Member which, while not imposing restrictions under

paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, is considering the need

for the imposition of restrictions; before imposing such

restrictions (or, in conditions in which previous consul-

tation is impracticable, as soon-as possible after imposing
such restrictions) shall consult with the Organisation as

to the nature of its balance of payments difficulties, the

various corrective measures which may be available, and

the possible effects of such measures on the economies of

other Members. The Organization shall invite the

International Monetary Fund to participate in the consul-

tations. No Member shall be required during such

discussions to indicate in advance the choice or timing of

any particular measures which it may ultimately determine

to adopt.

(b) The Organization may at any time invite any Member which

is imposing import restrictions under paragraphs 1 and 2

of this Article to consult with it about the form and extent

of the restrictions, and shall invite a Member substantially
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intensifying such restrictions to consult accordingly

within thirty days. Members agree to participate

in such discussions when so invited. In the conduct

of such discussions the Organization shall consult

the International Monetary Fund and any other

appropriate International specialized agencies, in

particular in regard to the alternative methods

available to the Member in question of meeting its

balance of payments difficulties. The Organization

under this sub-paragraph shall, within two years of its

institution, review all restrictions existing at its

institution and subsequently maintained under paragraphs

1 and 2 of this Article.

(c) Any Member applying or intending, to apply restrictions

on imports under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article may,

if it sò desires, consult with the Organization with a

view to obtaining the previous approval of the Organization

for restrictions which it intends to maintain or to impose

or for the maintenance or position in the future of

restrictions under specified conditions. The Organization

shall invite the International Monetary Fund to participate

in the consultations. As a result of such consultations,

the Organization may approve in advance the maintenance,

imposition or intensification of import restrictions by

the Member in question insofar as the general extent,

degree and duration of the restrictions are concerned;

and to the extent to which such approval has been given,

the action of the Member imposing restrictions shall not

be open to challenge under paragraph 3 (d) of this Article

insofar as it relates to conformity with paragraphs 1 and 2
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of this Article.

(d) Any Member which considers that any other Member is

applying import restrictions under paragraphs 1 and 2 of

this Article in a manner inconsistent with the provisions

of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article or of Articles

21 or 22, or in a manner which unnecessarily damages its

commercial interest, may bring the matter for discussion

to the Organization; and the Member imposing the

restrictions undertakes ta discuss the reasons for its

action. The Organization shall,if it is satisfied that

there is prima facie case that the complaining Member's

interests are adversely affected, consider the complaint.

It may then, after consultation with the International

monetary Fund on any latter falling within the competence

of the International Monetary Fund, recommend the with-

drawal or modification of restrictions which it determines

are being applied in a manner inconsistent with the

provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article or Articles

21 or 22, or in a manner which unnecessarily damages the

commercial interests of another Member. If restrictions

are not withdrawn or modified in accordance with the

recommendation of the Organization within sixty days, such

other Members shall be released from such obligations

incurred under this Charter towards the Member applying

the restrictions, as the Organization may specify.

(e) The Organization in reaching its decision under sub-

paragraph 3(d) of this article shall not recommend the

withdrawal or general relaxation of restrictions on the

grounds that the existing or prospective balance of

payments difficulties of the Member in question could
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be avoided by a change in that Member's domestic employment,

reconstruction, development or Social policies. Members

agree, however, that in carrying out such domestic

policies they will pay due regard to the need to restore

sound and lasting equilibrium in their balances of

payments.

4. In giving effect to the restrictions on imports imposed

under this Article, a member may select imports for restriction

on the gounds of essentially in such a way as to promote its

domestic employment, reconstruction, development or social

policies; but the Member shall avoid all unnecessary damage

to the commercial interest of other Member and will accept an

invitation to consult with any other Member which considers

its interests to be so damaged.

5. If there as persistent and widespread application of

quantitative import restrictions under this Article, indicating

the existence of a general disequilibrium which is restoring

international trade, the Organization shall seek consultation

with the International Monetary Fund. The Organization may

then in collaboration throughout with the International

Monetary Fund, initiate discussions t o consider whether other

measures might not be taken, either by those countries whose

balances of payments are under pressure or by those countries

whose balances of payments are tending to be exceptionally

favourable, or by any appropriate inter-governmental agency or

c
.agencies to remove the underlying causes of the disequilibrium.
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Members agree that they will take part in such discussions.

6. Throughout this section the phrase "quantitative import

restrictions" includes the restriction of imports by State

trading Organizations to an extent greater than that wihich would

be permissible under Article 27 of this Charter,[provided that

no Member shall be required to disclose information which would

hamper the commercial operations of such a State trading

Organzation].
7. Members recognize that in the early years of this Charter

all Members will be confronted, in varying degrees, by problems

of economic adjustment resulting from the War. During this

period the Organization shall, when required to take decisions

under this Article or under Article 22, take full account of

the difficulties of post-war adjustment which face the Members

concerned.

Notes on Article 20

1. The phrase immediately before the asterisk in paragraph 5 is

intended to cover the Economic and Social Council of the United

Nations as well as the inter-governmental specialized agencies.

2. The words in square brackets in paragraph 6 should only be

retained if the matter is not adequately covered in the Articles

dealing wîth State trading organizations.

Non-Discriminatory Administration of Quantitative Restrictions
(Article 21)

1. Subject to the provisions of Article 22, no prohibition or

restriction shall be applied by any Member pursuant to this Section

on the importation of any product of any other Member country, or
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on the exportation of any product destined for any other Member

countryr unless the importation of the like product of all third

countries, or the exportation of the like product to all third

countries, is similarly prohibited or restricted.

2. In pursuance of the principle set forth in paragraph 1, Members

undertake in applying import restrictions to observe the provisions

contained in the following sub-paragraphs:-

(a) Wherever practicable global quotas (whether allocated

among supplying countries or not) should be fixed, and

notice given of their amount inaccordance with sub-

paragraph 3 (b) of this Article.

(b). Where global quotas are not practicable import

restrictions may be applied by means of import licences

without a global quota.

(c) lmport licences or permits which may be issued in

connection with import restrictions (whether or not within

the limits of global quotas) shall not, save for purposes

of operating quotas allocated in accordance with sub-

paragraph 2(d), require or provide that the licence or

permit be utilized for the importation of the product

concerned from a particular country or source.

(d) In cases were these methods of licensing are found

impracticable or unsuitable, the Member concerned may apply

the restrictions in the form of a quota allocated among

supplying countries. In that event, the shares of the

various Member supplying countries should in principle

be determined in accordance with commercial considerations,
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such as e.g. price, quality and customary sources of supply.

For the purpose of appraising such commercial considerations,

the Member applying the restrictions may seek agreement

with respect to the allocation of shares in the quota

with all other Mermbers having a substantial interest in

supplying the product cornered. In cases where this

method is not reasonably practical, the Member concerned

should allot to Member countries having a substantial

interest' in supplying the product, shares based upon the

proportions of the total quantity or value of the product

supplied by such Member countries during a previous

representative period, due account being taken of any

special factors which may have affected or be affecting

the trade in the product.

(e) No conditions or formalities shall be imposed which

would prevent any Member country from utilizing fully the

share of any such total quantity or value which has been

allotted to it, subject to importation being made within

any prescribed period to which the quota may relate.

3. (a) In cases where import licences are issued in

connection with import restrictions, the Member applying

the restriction shall provide, upon the request of any

Member having an interest in the trade in the product

concerned, all relevant information as to the administration

of the restriction and as to the import licenses granted

over a past recent period and on the distribution of such

licences among supplying countries; provided, however, that
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there shall be no obligation to supply information as to the

names of importing or supplying firms.

(b) In the case of import restrictions involving the fixing

of quotas (whether or not allocated among supplying countries),

the Member applying tho restrictions shall give public notice

of the total quantity or value of the product or products

which will be permitted to be imported during a specified

future period, and of any change in such quantity or value.

(c) In the case of quotas allocated among supplying

countries, the Member applying the restriction shall promptly

inform all other Members having an interest in supplying the

product concerned, of the shares in the quota, by quantity

or value, currently allocated to the various supplying

countries.

4.. Wîth regard to restrictionsimposed in accordance with sub-

paragraph 2. (d) of this article or under sub-paragraph 2 (e) of

Article 19, tne selection cf a representative period for any product

and the appraisal, of any special factors affecting the trade in the

product shall be made initially by the Member imposing, the restriction:

Provided, that such Member shall upon the request of any other

Member having a substantial interest in supplying that product, or

upon the request of the Organization consult promptly with the other

Member or with the Organization regarding the need for an

adjustment of the base period selected or for the re-appraisal

of the special factors involved.

5. The provisions of this Article shall apply to any tariff

quota established or maintained by any Member.
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Exceptions from the rule of non-discrimination (Article 22)

1. The provisions of.this Section shall not preclude:

(a) restrictions with equivalent effect to exchange restric-

tions authorized under Article VII, Section 3 (b) of the

articles of Agreement of the International monetary Fund;

(b) prohibitions or restrictions in accordance with sub-

paragraphs 2 (a) (i) or 2 (d) of Article 19;

(c) conditions attaching to exports .which are necessary to

ensure that an exporting country receives for its exports its

own currency or the currency of any member of the International

Monetary Fund specified by the exporting country;

(d) restrictions in accordance with Article 20 which either:

(i) are applied otherwise consistently with article 21

against imports from other countries by a group of

territories with common quota in the International

Mdonetary Fund, or

(ii) assist in the period until,31 December 1951, by

measures not involving substantial departure, from
the provisions of article 21, a country whose

economy has been disrupted by war, or,
both (iii) provide a member with additional imports above the

maximum total of imports which it could afford in

the light of the conditions in paragraph 2 of Article 20

if its restrictions were consistent with Article 21,

and (iv) have equivalent effect to exchange restrictions

which are permitted to that member under the

Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary

Fund or under the terms of any special exchange

agreement which may have been made between the
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member and the Organization under Article 23:

Provided that a member which is not imposing restrictions on

payments and transfers for current international

transactions many apply import restrictions under

Section (iii) of this sub-paragraph in special

circumstances and only with the prior approval of

the Organization in agreement with the International

Monetary Fund.

2. If the Organization finds, after consultation with the Inter-

national Monetary Fund on matters within the competence of the Fund,

that import restrictions or exchange restrictions on payments and

transfers in connection with imports are being applied by a member

in a discriminatory manner inconsistent with the exceptions provided

under this Article or in a manner which discriminates unnecessarily

against the trade of another member, the member shall within sixty

days remove the discriminations or modify them as specified by the

Organization:

Provided, that a member may, if it so desires, consult with the

Organisation to obtain its previous approval for discrimination,

under the procedure set forth in Article 20, paragraph 3 (c), and

to the extent that such approval is given, the discriminations shall

not be open to challenge under this paragraph.

3. When three-quarters of the members of the Organization have

accepted the obligations of Article VIII of the Articles of

Agreement of the International Monetary Fund, but in any event

before 31 December 1951, the Organisation shall review the

provisions of this Article, in consultation with the International

Monetary Fund, with a view to the earliest possible elimination

of discriminations under sub-paragraphs (d) (iii) and (iv) of this
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Article which restrict the expansion of world trade.

Exchange Arrangements (To replace Articles 23 and 24
of the Draft Charter)

1. The Organization shall seek co-operation with the International

Monetary Fund to the end that the Fund and the Organization may

pursue a co-ordinated policy with regard to exchange questions with-

in the competence of the Fund and questions of quantitative restric-

tions or other trade measures within the competence of the

Organization.

2. Members agree that they will not seek by exchange action to

frustrate the purposes or this Charter, and that they will not seek

by trade action to frustrate the purposes of the Articles of Agree-

ment of the International monetary Fund.

3. In order to avoid the imposition of trade restrictions and

discrimination through exchange techniques, and in order to avoid

the danger of conflicting jurisdiction between the Organization and

the International Monetary Fund in exchange matters, members of the

Organization shall also under take membership of the International

Monetary Fund; Provided,[that any country which is wiling to

join the Organization but is unwilling to join the International

Monetary Fund may become a member of the Organization if it enters

into a special exchange agreement with the Organization which would

become part of its obligations under this Charter, and provided

further that a member of the Organization which ceases to be a

member of the International MonetaryFund shall forthwith enter

into a special exchange agreement with the Organization, which shall

then become part of its obligations under this Charter.

4. A special exchange agreement between a member andthe Organiza-

tion under paragraph 3 of this Article must provide to the satis-

faction of the Organization, in collaboration throughout with the
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International Monetary Fund, that the purposes common to the

Organization and the Fund will not be frustrated as a result of

action in exchange matters by the member in question.

5. A member which has made a special exchange agreement under

paragraph 3 of this Article undertakes to furnish the Organization

with such information as it may require, within the general scope

of Article VIII, Section 5, of the Articles of Agreement.of the

International Monetary Fund, in order to carry out its functions

relating to this special exchange agreement.

6. The Organization shall seek and accept the opinion of the

International monetary Fund whether action by the member in exchange

matters is permissible under the terms of the special exchange

agreement and shall act in collaboration with the International

Monetary Fund on all questions which may arise in the working of

a special exchange agreement under this article.

Note on Article 23

With respect to the words in square brackets in paragraphes

reference should be made to paragraphs 3 and 4 of the report

covering this Article.

4. Subsidies.

General Undertaking Regarding Subsidies -Elimination
of Export Subsidies - Exceptions (Article 25)

1. Except as provided in paragraph 2 and 4 of this article, if

any member establishes or maintains any subsidy, including any form

of income or price support, to the domestic producers of any

product, which operates to increase the exports of such product

from, or to reduce the imports of such product into, the territory
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of the member, such member shall notify the Organization in writing

as to the extent and nature of the subsidization, as to the antici-

pated effect of the subsidization on the quantity of the product

imported into and exported from the territory of the member, and as

to the conditions making the subsidization necessary. In any case

in which it is determined that serious prejudice to the interest of

any member is caused or threatened by the operation of any such sub-

sidization, the member granting such subsidization shall undertake

to discuss with the other member or members concerned,or with

the Organization, the possibility of limiting the subsidization.

2. Except as provided in paragraph 4 of this article, no member

shall grant, directly or indirectly, any subsidy on the export-

ation of any product, or establish or maintain any other system

which results in the sale of such product for export at a price

lower than the comparable price charged for the like product to

buyers in the domestic market, due allowance being made for

differences in conditions and terms of sale, for differences in

taxation, and for other differences affecting price comparability.
The preceding sentence shall not be construed to prevent any member

from exempting exported products from duties or taxes imposed in

respect of like products when consumed domestically or from

remitting such duties or taxes which have accrued; the use of

the proceeds of such duties or taxes to make payments to domestic

producers would be considered as a case under paragraph 1 of this

Article. Members shall give effect to the provisions of this

paragraph at the earliest practicable date, but in any event not

later than three years from the day on which this Charter enters
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into force. If any member considers itself unable to make the

provisions of this paragraph effective in respect of any specified

product or products upon the expiration of such period, such member

shall, at least three months before the expiration of such period,

give to the Organization a notice in writing to 'that effect,

accompanied by a complete analysis of the practices in question

and the facts justifying then and an indication as to the extension

of the period desired. It shall then be determined whether such

period should be extended for the memberdesiring an extension

in respect of the product or products concerned.

3. A system for the stabilization of the domestic price of a

primary product, which sometimes results in the sale of the product

for export at a price lower than the comparable price charged for

the like product to buyers in the domestic market, may be deter-

mined by the Organization not to be a subsidy on exportation under

the term of paragraph 2 of this Article if it has at times result-

ed in the sale of the product for export at a price higher than the

comparable price charged for the like product to domestic buyers

and if the system is so operated, either because of the effective

limitation of production or othewise, as not to unduly stimulate

exports or otherwise seriously prejudice the interest of other

members. [....]
4. (a) In any case of subsidization of a primary commoodity,

whether falling under paragraph 1 or paragraph 2 of this Article,

if a member considers that its interest is seriously prejudiced

by the subsidy or if the member granting the subsidy considers
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itself unable to comply with the provisions of paragraph 2 within

the time limit laid down therein, the difficulty may be deemed

to be a special difficulty of the kind referred to in Cahpter VI,

and in that event, the procedure laid down in that Chapter shall

be followed.

(b) If it is determined that the measures provided for in sub-

paragraph (a) of this-paragraph have not succeeded, or do not

promise to succeed, irithin a reasonable period of time, in

removing, or preventing the development of, a burdensome

world surplus of the primary product concerned, the requirements

of paragraplis 1 and 2 of this Article shall cease to apply in

respect of such product as o? the affective date-of such deter-

mination and shall not be re-applied in respect of such product

until a date determined in accordance irith procedures approved

by the Organization.

(e) 1iotvwthatending the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 4 (b) of

this Article, ne member shall grant any subsidy on the

exportation of any pririary product .lhich 1as the effect of

acquiring for that nieziber a share cf -rorld trade in that

product in excoSs of the shares vrhich it had. during a previous

représentative period, account being taean insofar as practicable

of any special factors 'dhich nhay have affected or si. be

affecting the trade in that product. The selection of a

representative period for any product and the appraisal

of any special factors affecting the trade in the product

shall be made initially by the i-eàber granting the subsidy;.

Provided, That such member shall, upon the request of any

other member having an important interest in the trade in
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that product, or upon the request of the Organization,

consult promptly with the othermember orwith the

Organization regarding the nucd for an adjustmrcnt of the

base period selected or for the re-appraisaJ of the

special factors involved.

5. Any d'-termination required by or appropriate to the Operation

of this Article shcJ.1l bc made under procedures established by the

Organizatioci in accordance *,rith.Article 55: .

5.. State TredLE
=Ton-discriinatci.v Administration cf Stata TradinPgntrprise
(rijc26)

1.. If any Member e.stkxblishes or j intniris a state enterprise,

wherever located, which ii:t.ports, ijxEorts, purchased, seus, or

distributes any product, cr if any i;enfber ,rants cxclvsive or

special privileges, fon.ial1y or in tf'ect, to any enterprise to

import, export, rurchasc, seli, distribute, or produce7 arn

pzoduct, Z/=d exercises eff'ctivc control over the trading operations

of' such enterprise/ the commnercu of' the other lI4r.ibers shl.l be

accordéd treatment no less f'avourable than that accorded to the

commerce of any cowintry other than that in vhich the enterprise

is located in respect of the purchasE; or sale by such enterprises

of' any product. To this end such e. ..erprise sha1, in madkng

its external purchases or sales of' any Product, be influenced

solely by coinmarcial considar.atioei's, suc as price, yli.ty,

market-abihity, transportation, ard other terrs -of purchase or

sale, and -ase differential ctistoes treatraent.. The MeMnber

maintaining such State enterprise, or granting exclusive or

special privileges to an enterprise shall mace available such
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information as may be appropriate in connection with the consultation

provided for in Article 30.

2. The foregoing provisions of this Article relate to purchases

by State enterprises for re-sale. With respect to purchases by

State enterprises for governmental use and not for re-sale,

Members agree to accord to the commerce of other Members fair and

equitable treatment having full regard to all relevant circumstances.

3, For the purposesof this Article, a state enterprise shallbe

understood to be any enterpriseover whose operations aMember
government exercises effective control. :

E.p3n on of Tra-de State l'onoLoliaof Individual Prodncts

1. If anry lic-nber `t;hcr thin a 1ien:b-.r subject to the provisions of

Article 2@7 establishes, mraintainz or authorizes, foir.ally or in

effect, a cornplete or su7bztantirZLly coinçlete rieonopply of tho

importation or exportation of any product, such Me;r.ber shall,

upon the request ofY any otthr 1ein.ber cr îiScbers hwain: an interest

in trade .th that ier.bcr in.thz; product concerned, onter into

negotiations ',ith such Âweraber or 4uMibers, in the mannerr provided.

for in respect of tariffs under Articlc 18, with regard to:

(2) in the case oeI !.m ipport Iaonopoly, the maxinnza.x'rgin

by mhich the price for an imported product charged by the

*monopoJ. in the home market nlay exceed the landed cost,

before p.%ayent of any duty of -uch product puwchaaed by

the monopoly from suppliers in Member States, or

(b) ir. the case of an export monopoly, t1ie maximum margin

by which the price for a Froduct charged by the monopoly

to purchasers 'in such Member States may exceed the prioe for
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such product charged by the monopoly in the home
market

after due allowance in either case for internal taxes, transportation,

distribution and other exponses incident to purchase, sale or

furtherprocessing, and a reasonable martin of profit.

For the purpose of applying these margins regard may be had,

in respect of imports, to average landed costs and selling prices

of the monopoly and, in respect of exports, to average prices

charged by the monopoly for experts and sales in the home market

respectively, over recent periods.
Members newly establishing any such monopoly in respect

of any product shall not create a margin as defined above

greater than that represented by the maximumrate of import
or export duty which may have been negotiated in regard to

th.st product pursuant to Artiole 18. Y7ith regard to arw

monopolized product in respect of %vYhich a aDdmnum margin

nas bEen eastabli,-hd v-nrsuant to this Article, the monopoly

slhal as far as practicable and subjEect to the other provisions

oi this Charter-

(i) import ffrom Lmfber countries and offer for

sale at prices.chargd -7ithin such maximun
xr¢zins such quantities of tne,.product as wil

be suff'icient to satisfy the full dom tic

d<nand l'or the ifrorbed procluct, account being

takon of any rationing OI' the product to consumers

.which may be in force at that tiane, ard-
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(ii) in tho case of an export monopoly, oiefur for

sale to, purchast;rs in i.lember :-;ourtries at prices

charged '.:i.thin such maximum niargins ciuantities of

the product to the fullest e-xtcnt that they can

bc mnad available for euxportation.

2. In applying the provisions of this Article, due regard shal

be had for the fa¢t that sone mronopolies are established and

operated solely for revenue purpozcz.

ïê'anion of Trade by~Comtilote State Iv;onopolios_ of Import Trade
(Aricle28

Any h4ember est ablishing or maintaining a complete or

substantially. complete monopoly of its ingport trade shall promote

the eDpansion of its foreign trade ,ith the other ei*mbors in

consonance with the purposes of this Charter. To this end such

*Member hall negotiate vrith the other Mwrmbers an arrangement

under which, in conjunotion ;ith q.he granting of tariff concessions

by oucb other Members, and in consideration of the other benefits

of this Chapter, it shall undertake to import in the aggregate

over a period products of the other Mefbers valued, at not less.

than an zjnount to be agreed upon. This purchase arrangement

shall be subject to periodic adjustment.7

6. Relations vith Non-Member-

Contractuaæ. Relations With Non-Members -~Treatment of Tradae of
Non-liembers Article 31)

(See Section 6 of Pevicvwr of -ork).
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ANNEXURE

MULTILATERAL TRADE-AGREEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

Procedures for Giving Effect to Certain Provisions of

the Proposed ITO Charter by Means of a General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade Among the Members

of the Preparatory Committee
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INTRODUCTION

The Preparatory Committee has agreed to recommend to the

governments concerned that the Committee sponsor tariff and

preference negotiations among its members to be hold in Geneva in

April of 1947. This agreement is set forth in the Committee's

resolution of _ _ . Upon the completion of these negotiations

the Preparatory Committee would be in a position to complete its

formulation of the Draft Charter and approve and recommend it for

the consideration of the general international conference on

trade and employment; and the general international conference

would be in a position to consider the Charter in the light of' the

assurance afforded as to the implementation of the tariff provisions.

1. PROPOSED NEGOTIATIONS AMONG
MEMBERS OF PREPARATORY COMMITTEE

The results of the negotiations among the members of the

Preparatory Committee will need to be fitted into .the framework

of the International Trade Organization after the Charter has

been adopted. The negotiations rust, therefore, proceed in

accordance ivith the relevant provisions of' the Charter as. already

provisionally formulated by the Preparatory Committee. In the

light of these.pro'viiJions, the comments and explanations which

follow may be useful as a guide to the negotiations.

General Objectives

An ultimate objective of th,, frai'ft Charter, claborated in

Article 18, is to bring about the substantial reduction of tariffs

and the elimination of tariff preferences. The negotiations among

the members of. the Preparatory Committee should therefore be

directed to this end, and every effort should be made tc achidve

as much progress toward this goal as may be practicable in the

circumstances, having regard to the provisions of the Dralt Charter

as a whole.
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2. GENERAL NATURE OP NEGOTIATIONS

The Draft Charter, in Article18, provides that tariff

negotiations shall be on a "reciprocal'and" mutuallyy advantageous"

basis. This means tlhat no country .iould.bo expected to grant

concessions unilaterally, without action by other, or to grant

concessions to others which arc nct adequately counterbalanced by

concessionz in return.

The proposed negotiations arc also to bc conducted on a

selective, product by product 'basis which wrill afford an adequate

opportunity for taking into account the circumstances surrounding

each product on which a concession mry bc considered. Under this

selective procedure a particular product may or may not be made the

subject o? a tariff concession by a particular country. If it is

decided to grant a concession cn the product, the concession may

either take the formn of a binding of the tariff against increase or

a reduction of the tariff. If the tariff on the product is reduced,

the reduction may be made in greater or lesser amount. Thus, in

seeking to obtain the substantial reduction of tariffs as a general

objective, there is ample flexibility undt-r the selective procedure

for taking into account the needs of individual countries and individuel

industries. *

The same consideration and procedures would apply in the case

of import tariff preferences, it being understood that, in accordance

with the principles set forth in Article 8 of the Draft Charter

relating to most-favoured-nation treatment, any preferences

remaining'after the negotiations may not be increased.

The various observations in this reptz't regarding the negotiation

of tariffs and tariff preferences should not be road as applying

(mutatis mutandis) to the negotiation of state trading margins under

Article 27 of the Draft Charter.
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3. `ENDEMAL RULES TO BE OBSERVED IN NEGOTIATIONS

Paragraph 1 of itrticle 18 o?4 tilo Draft Charter as explairned in the

Report of Cor-aaittee II, sets forth the rcl'loing, self-exJ.lanatory,

rules to be observed durin. the negotiations:

"(a) Pricr lnterational comaîit.éents shall not be pcrmnitted
to stand in the *'ray of negotiations with raspcct to tariff
preferences, it being understood that section resulting from
suoh negotiations. shl.l not require tAhe i..odification of
existing international obligations except by agreemient between
the contracting, parties or, failing that, by termination of
such obligations in accoriançe vith their termus. ;

(b) All negotiated reductions in rmost-favoured-nation i;aport
tariffs shall oprate autoiuatically to reduce or elLainate
margins o? preference"

(c) The binding or consoli<lition of lovi tariffs or of tariff-
free treatment shall in principle be reco- d as a concession
equivs1rnt in vilue to the substantial r )n of high

*-tairiffs or the elinination o? tariff pre. ._es."

4. hICSCELULNEuOUS RULES 0F GUIDaNCE

There are a nuabber of additional questiorns which should be borne

in mind in preparing °or the proposed t 'f-negotiationrs ùnong the

members of the Preparzatory Ccûaittee:

Base Date for Negotiations

Article S of the Druft-Charter, as developed by the Preparatory

Coamittee, would except flri tie most-favoured-nation provisions of the

Charter preferences whichh do not exceed the preferences re..iaining

after ... negotiations." This ineans that all jiargins cf preference

remaining after. negotiations would be bound against increase. Uso,

-..as we.lained above, Article i8 requires that reductions of aost-favoured-

nation rates o? duties shall operate-."automaticoj.ly" to reduce or

eliminate margins of preference.

In order to determine what residxia1l..preferences shall be bound

ainst..inereas.e under article 8, ani in order to determine vhat

preferences shall be reduced or eliminate& automatically under Article

18, it is necessary to establish a date which will fix the height of
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the preferences in affect prior to the negotiations.

It would be desirable for such purposes to fix a single date,

common to all the countries participating in the negotiations.

However, the discussions during the first session of the Preparatory

Committee indicate that the establishment of a co..Laon date presents

certain difficulties and may not be practicable. It is therefore

suggested that immediately following the close of the first session

of the Co.arittee each a.1a;aber oe the Cciittec concerned should inforiu

the Secretariat of the United Nations as to the date which it

proposes to use as the base datu for negotiations witlh respect to

preferencEs. The Secretariat will pro.-iptly infor.z the other .eabers.

The base date for negotiations c3tablished by any country granting

preferences should hold good flor its neotiations on all products

with all other countries r2embers of the Preparatory Conmittee, and

should. not vary froj. country to country or fro.a product to product.

Avoidance of New Tariff or other Restrictive measuress

It is important that zrenbers do not effect new tariff ;aeasures

prior to the negotiations which would tend to prejudice the success

of the negotiations in achieving progress toward the objectives set

forth in Lrticle 18, and they should not seek to improve their

bargaining position by tariff or other restrictive measuress, in

preparation for the negotiations. Changes in the form of

tariffs, or changes in tariffs owing, to the depreciation or

devaluation of the currency of the country maintaining the tariffs,

which do not result in an increase of the protective incidence of the

tariff, should not be considered as new tariff increases under

this paragraph.
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Principal Supplier .'io

It is generally agreed that the negotiations should proceed

on the basis'of the "principal supplier" rule, as defined in this

paragraph. This means that each country would be expected to

consider the granting, of tariff or preference concessions only

on products of which the other countries, members of the

Preparatory Committee, are, or are likely to be, principal

suppliers.' In determining whether, on the basis of the "principal

supplier" rule, a product is to be included in the negotiations,

reorence should be had not merelyy to whether a particular .eizber

of the Preparatory Committee is, or may because, a principal

supplier, but to whether the tae.-abers of the Committee, taken as

a whole, supply, or are likely to supply, a principal part of the

product in question. In other words, if a principal part of

total imports of a particular product into a particular aeaber

country is supplied by the other .ie.xbers of the Preparatory

Committee taken together.then the importing member should, as a

general rule, be willing to include that product in the

negotiations, even though no single other member of the Committee,

taken by itself, supplies a principal part of the total imports

of the product. In estimating the future prospects of a member,

or the members taken together, to become a principal supplier of

a product, consideration should be given to the probable

disappearance of ex-eneay countries as suppliers of certain

products and of the changes in the currents of trade created

by the war.

Fora of Tariff Schedules

It is contemplated that the tariff negotiations among the

members of the Preparatory Commiitteewould be multilateral, both

in scope and in legal application.
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Thus,w%ere would result frm. the negotiations a total of

sixteen schedules of tariff concessions, each schedule settnrg

forth a description of the products and of th maxima

concession) rates of duty thereon which would be applicable

in respect of the iLports into a particular country. In' his

my each member of the Committee would bc contractually entitled,

in its own right and independently of the most-favoured-nation

clause, to each of the concessions in each of the schedules of

the other members.

The ~.iultilateral for.a of the tariff schedules is designed

to provide lore stability than has existed irn the rast under

bilateral tariff? agreements, to assure certainty c.'f broad action

for the reduction of tariffs,tand to give to countries a right to

tariff concessions on particular products which such countries

might wish to obtain, but could not obtain under bilateral agreements
because of their relatively less important position as a supplier

o? the product concerned. The raultilateral for.a also gives

expression to the tact that cach country stands to gain when:
another country grants tariff reductions on any product, even though

prinarily supplied by a third country. This point can be finally

settled when the negotiations have proceeded sufficiently to enable

ail.the varying ?actors to be taken into account.

m Ilf' ~the principles indicated. in .article 28 o? the Draft
Charter should prove acceptable to thé USSR, these inay L
addition, be a schedule relating to an undertaking by the
USSR te purchase annually products valued at not less than
an aggregate amount to be agreed upon.
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Status of Preferential. Rates of Duty

The formulation by each member of the Preparatory Committee of

a schedule of tariff concessions which would apply to all other members

raises a question as to the method of relating to such schedules

preferential rates of duty which have been negotiated as well as

preferential rates on products for which most-favoured-nation rates

have been negotiated. There appear to be two methods which might be

followed:

1. Such preferential rates might be incorporated in the

multilateral schedules, qualified by the requirement that

they apply onlyto the prcd.cts of the countries receiving

preferred treatlernt.

2. Such preferential rates ..Light be incorporated in separate

schedules vihich would apply only to the'preferrei countries.

It should be left for the country concerned to duterinine which

of the two methodss indicated. above dtdesires to follow. *owever,

a single schedule containing both most-favoured-nation and preferential

rates would seem to facilitate the v.ork of both traders and governments.

5. PROCEDUES 'FOR CONDUCTING NEGCOTIATIOIMS
.J&ONG THE OAVLES0F ThE PREP-RhTORY C0.d.-iITTEE

It is believed tbat the tariff negotiations raong the *uanbers of

the Preparatory Comaittee can best be conducted in four stages:

1. First Stame. Each ;.ie.nbur should trans.-it to each other

r.iember from which it desires to obtain tariff' concessions, as

soon as possible and preferably not later thar 31 December 1946,

a preliminary list of concessions which it proposes to request

of such other member, This list should set forth for each

product concerned
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(a) an indication cf tho existing rate of duty (where

known)

(b) an indication of the requested rate of duty. Thirty

copies of this list should be sent simultaneously to the

Secretariat of the Un;ted Ntions, which will transmit

one copy to each of the other members of the Preparatory

Committee.

In order to facilitate the negotiations, each member of the

Preparatory Committee should transmit to the Secretariat of the

United Nations, as soon as possible and preferably not later than

31 December 1946, thirty copies of its customs tariff showing the

rates of duty currently applicable. The Secretariat wiil promptly

transimit one copy to each cf the other members of the Committee.

2. Second Stage. At the opening of the second session of the

Preparatory Committee, each member should submit a schedule of the

proposed concessions which it would be prepared to grant to all

other members in the light of the concessions it would have

requested from each of them.

3. Third State. Notwithstanding the multilateral character of

the negotiations, it will usually be found that only two or three

countries wiil be directly and pr;lnrilJy concerned in the concession

on a particular product, and that the interest of'other countries,

although material, vIll be secondary. It is therefore proposed

that the third stage of the negotiations il1 ordinarily consist of

discussions on particular products between two, or possibly three or

four countries. For the purpose of engaging in such negotiations,

therefore, each country should to the extent practicable have

separate groups of persons competent to negotiate with each of the

other countries-withwhich important negotiations are likely to

be conducted.
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The member of negotiating groups required by each country

will of course tend to vary with the soope of its trade

relations In the case of large trading countries having

important trade relations with most or aIl of the other

members of the Coommittee, a large number of negotiating

groups will be required. In the case of countries haring

less extensive trade relations, a smaller number of negotiating

groups irill be sufficient. In any aevnt the timing of

negotiations between particular groups will. need to be

scheduled, and in order that the United Nations Secretariat

may have adequate notice to prepare for such scheduling, it

would be desirable for each member of the Committee to notify

the Secretariat, as far in advance as may be practicable, of

the number of negotiating group which the member proposes to

send. to the negotiating meeting, and of the country or countries

to which each negotiating group relates.

4. Fourth stage. The progress of the negotiations should

be subject to general review by the Committee as a whole

periodically during the negotiations an also in the final

stage. General review by the Committee as a whole will enable

each member to assess the benefits which it is likely to

receive from the series of negotiations in the light of its

total contributions, and will offset the tendency toward

limiting concessions vihich results fror a comparison of

benefits exchanged between twi countries alone.

It is claar that the general, review by the

Committee as a whole cannot take the form of a detailed
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ox=inatior, by thu Coiri.ittce of unch concussion.

Rather, tho Co;:u-.dttcu -.vould rovitJv the general lovUl

cf' tarirf reduction acliuvjd, as indicated in

SUa,'J.^:y reports. At tho c:.' tiu oach mambor

should be entitled to reccivo,, on rcmqueet, detaila-

infor-natior. as to the zta.tuz oa negotiations on

particulax' -pioducts bctavcr-n other i.-inbers in order

that it mLy bu it a ,0oition to srssert an intercat in

such negotiationz.

In ordc;r that the negotiations niayrprocet;d in an orderly

f.-;lion, it is desirable that a Steorin , Comzmitteo be established

s s;con, a-., thu vaziouz delegations have assenblAd at thu

meeting.

6. '-,uLT oF 'izC rEGoTIATIo0iS

If the tariff negotiations proceed successfully along

-hèe linos set ?orth abovc, there should emerge from the

nocotiationz a tiri±T schedule for cachi onibercoach schodulo

containing concessions granted to ail of the other nes'iabrs in

their ovm right. These 3chedàl"ed. might be identified as

.fo"lovis:
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Nameof Country

Australia
Belgo-Luxemburg-Netherlands

Customs Union, Belgian Congo
and Netherlands Overseas
Territories`

Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
France and French Union
India
New Zealand
Norway
Syro-Lebanese Customs Union
Union of South Africa
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

United Kingdom and the overseas
territories for which It has
international responsibility.

United States

Schedule

Schedule I

Schedule II
Schedule III
Schedule IV
Schedule V
Schedule VI
Schedule VII
Schedule VIII
Schedule IX
Schedule X
Schedule XI
Schedule XII
Schedule XIII
Schedule XIV

Schedule XV +

Schedule XVI
Schedule XVII

Note: Separate, or possibly sub-divided, schedules may be
necessary in the case of certain countries in order
to provide adequately for certain overseas territories.

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

Once agreed upon, the tariff schedules resulting from the

negotiations among the Members of the Preparatory Conmittee

cannot easily be held in abeyance pending action by the general

international conference on trade and employment and the adoption

of the Charter by national legislatures.

+ If the principles-indicated Article 28 of the Draft
Charter should prove acceptable to the USSR, this schedule would
relate, not to tariff concessions, but to an undertaking to
purchase annually products valued at not less than an aggregate
amount to be agreed upon.
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It is therefore proposed that the tariff schedules be incorporated

in an agreement among the members of the Preparatory Committee which

would also contEin, eîthtr by reiference or by reproduction, those

Sencral provisions of Chnpter IV cf the Cnarter considered essential

to safeguard the value of tile tariff conceosaions wnd such cther

provisions as may be appropriate. The Guner.al Agreement should

contain a provi'ion under vrhîch the signatoy governments could make
any adjustments in the Agreement inich mnay be desirable Jr necessary

in the light of the action taken by the International Conference on

Trade e-,d Employmnent on thc Draft Charter. A draft outline of tnhe

General Agreement on Tariffs ani Trade is attached. The Drfting

Cozmnittee provided for in the Resolution Of the Prcparatory Committee

of should be instructed to consider this outline and to

prepare a more complete draft for the consideration of the Preparatory

Comnittee as scon as possible after its meeting in April.

The General Agreenent on Tariffs and '2rade should be signed and

made public at the close of the tariff negotiations. The Agreemernt

should be legally independent of the Charter and. should be brought

into force as soon as possible aftcr its signature and publication.

Countries should bc free to vnthdravw from the agreement, at the end.

of three years cr thercaftcr. on giving s x months prier notice.

This will provide an oppdrtunity for a review of the a cr.ment- and'i.

any adjustment bf the tariff schedules wrhach naybbe congîdered
desirable.

The. agreement should conform in. every -way to the priroiples

laid dcwn in the Chartelr and should not contan any provision wnich

would prèveht the operation of any provision of tne Charter.

.The tariff concessions granted urner the agreement should be

provisionally generalized to,the trade of other countries pending
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the oinsideration by the International Conference on Traec and

Employment of the qescioLnwhehterh eneniîts granted under the Charter

should be extended to oeuntrecswvhich do not join the IntrinaioLnal

Trade Organization and v.'hich the-efore cdo r.ot accept the obligations

of Article 18.

7. CREATION C,,' FROVISIONAL âGEZOCY EIsNlh
ESTABLISI-fid'rT OF INTEIRNATIOIAL TRADE ORG-ANUTATION

Certain of the Provision of the General Agroement on uIr.if'fs

and trade, for expunple chose incozorating Article 29 of the Charter

(emergency action on imports of particular products)-and Article 30

of the Çharter (rulliîfication or îimipairmat;nt), :i11 require for their

successful operation the existence of an internat:LonalJ )ody. It is

proposed, therefore, that the rnemfers of the Prtparatory Ccmoittee

nhich mnake effective the Gencral Agreerent on tnriffs and trade should

create ; provisLonal internFtionai'agency for this purpose. Thîs

provisional agency would go out of' existence upon Lhe establishment

cf tne International Trade Organization.

8. RELATION O? TEZ GEZEiÀAL AGREl: NI ON TARE:FS AM TRADE
TO TFE INTERNATIONAI 'RA'DE ORG.MAIZATION ArTER TIHZ ORGANIZATION

IS EST.BLLISHE:D

1. Interim Tariff Cornnittee

The DraIt Charter as novi f ornulated provides in .rticle 6' that

the countries wlich make effective the General Agreement on Tariff's

and Trade shall constitute the original members of the Interî. Tarîff

Conmittee to be set up within the Interiational Trade Og+ganzation

aiter the International Cor.ference on Trade and Disployment has met

anl the Organiza-.ion has bcer, established.

The Interinm Tariff Commiîttee would havc the f'unction f

determin2.ng whether (wit.h respect to any negotiations subsequent

to those culrinating in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Tràde)

any Lmber of the OrganizatlonjiL_!s faaled to laîve:up to its obligations
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regarding tariff negotiations and, ur.ler paragraph 3 of Article 18 of

the Charter, of authorizLng complainihg Miçmbers to withhold ta-riif

benefits from offending iviembers. The following points should be noted

veth regard to this function:

(a) A M1nmber of the Organization may be admitted to membership

in the Committee vwhen the Member has completed tariff

negotiationss"comparable ir. scope or eifiect" to the negotiations

already completed'by the original members of "the Committee.

Thus, wYhat is achieved by way of tariff action in General

*Agreement on Tariffs and Trade will become the standard to

which Members of thé Organization will be expected to conform

in order to obtain membership on the.Interiza Tariff Commnttee.

In applying this standard the Commîttee should have regard to

the.provisions of thcCharter as a vrnole..

.(b) Since it is agreed that the original members of the Interim

Tariff CommÎttee viill have taken adequate steps toward iulfilment

of the tariff obligations of the Charter in respect of negotiations

among themselves (See Article III of the drait Generil Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade), the Commîttee may not authorize one

original member of the Committee to withhold tariff concessions

from another original member of the Committee.' This would be

without prejudice, of course,' to any decisions reached, under

the auspices of thé organization, regarding a second series of

tariff negotiations among the members of.ithe Committee.

* It should be pointed out that the Organization, as distinct
from the Committee, couJd authorize an original member of the
Committee to vw!thhold benefits from another original member of the
Comrwittee under certain other provisions of the Charter.
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(c) Members of the Interim Tarif' Committee must, in negotiations

with members of t heOrganigation which are not members of the

Committee, be prepared to consider corcessions on products of

interest to the latter which were not dealt within the original

negotiations.Refusal to negotiate on such products might

warrant a legitimate complant.Accordingly, the Committee

could in such cases autnorizc Member of the Organization which

is not a member of the Cemmittee to withhold tariff benefits from

a member of' the Committee, However, the extent to which a

Member of the Organization which as not a member.of the Committee

might withhold tariff benefits from .member of the Committee

would be listed only to tariff concessions which the former had

already made pursuant to Article 18 ard general tariff penalties

ceuld not be applied.

(d) The r.uthority o' the Conmattc.c weL-.: in .1l cases be limited

to graîttng perînîssiozî to a v ocmbciof the Organization to withhold

tariff benefits frori, anoth(be ir; no cvent could the

Coernnittee coeipcl a 1viMc:ibar to withhold benefits,

2, Procedure for BroedoninE_.eeabershn:i ln Interin, Tarîff Conxnittee
through AdditionvAl Ta.riff Nieotiîtions

Procedures *nust be developed for assuring, by eetotiàation, action

for the reduction of tariffs and the eliranation of prc-ferences by

Members of the OrgaonzatLon wh-îch arc- not parties to the Gencral

Agreement. on Tarîffs .ari Trade and herce would r.nt be orignal irierabets

of the Intern T.-arîff Coelzittee., The folloverng alternative

proôedures acre suggestcd for consideration:

(a) The erîgLnal cf thc Inte=1 Tarnff. Cor.aittee

would negotiate sep:arutc bilater!.l agreements wîth MeDbers of'

the Organization wnr^h are not members of the Corimittee, and

the latter vrould negotiatc such agreeuments-betvieen the=selres.
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The Committee would judge as to when a particular country had

completed enough such agreements to entitle it tomembership

in the Committee.

(b) A Member of the Organization which is not an original

member of the Committee might offer to negotiate with the

Comittee a multilateral schedule of concessions similar in

scope and legal application to the schedules appeared to the

General Agreement or. Tariffs and Trade concluded among the

original members of the Interimn Tariff Committee; and the

original members of' the Committee would agree to amend the

multilateral schedules appended to the General Agreerment on

Tariffs and Trade to the extent necessary to assure appropriate

concessions on products of which the country not member of

the Committee was a principal supplier. Whatever-prooedure

is adopted, due weight should be given in the negotiating

process to concessions already r.de as a result of prior

negotiations.
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TENTATIVE AM PARTIAL VRvl.P GUTLDTE
OF

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

Tho governments in respect of which this Agreement is signed:

Having been named by the Economic Social Council of the

United Nations to prepare, for the consideration of the United

Nations Conferenrc on Trade and Employment, a Draft Charter for an

International Trado Organization of the United Nations;

Having, as the Preparatory Committee for the Conference,

recommended to the Conference the provisions of such a Charter,

the text of which is set forth in the Reporz of the Preparatory

Committee dated , 1947; and

Being desirous of furthering the objectives :f the Conference

by providing an example of concrete achievement capable of

generaliLation te all countries on equitable terms;

Have, through their respective Plenipotentiaries, agreed as

follows:

Article

1. During the life of the Agreement each signstory Government

shall make effective in respect of each other signatory- government

the provisions described below of the Draft Charter for an

International Trade Organization of the United Nations recommended

in the report of the Preparatory Committee dated , 1947:

There wouldfollow a list of the Articles to be included in the

Àgreement.7

2. Functions entrusted to the propused InLernational Trade

Organization under any of the provisions of the Draft Charter

incorporated in this Agreement by virtue of paragraph 1 of this

Article shall, pending the establishment of the Crganization, be

carried out by a provisional international agency consisting of

delegates appointed by the signatory governments.
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.Article II

With regard to Articles 18, 2, and 28 of thc Draft Charter,

vhich relate to negotiations for

I The reduction of tariffs and the elimination of tariff

preferences and,

2. Parallel action by state-trading enterprisess. the signatory

governments declare that the-y have, by virtue of Article III

of this Agreen-nt, taken this step .towards fulfilment of the

obligations of these Articles in respect of themselves and

that they stand ready, in conformity with the spirit of these

Articles, to undertake similar negotiations with such other

govurn-ments as may desire to become members of the proposed.

International Tràde Organization.

Article III

Each signatory government shall accord ta the commerce of

the customs territories of the other signatory governments the

treatment provided for in the appropriate Sohedule annexed to

this Agreement and made an integral part thereof.

Article IV

(This Article would set forth the general exception provided

for in Article 32 of the Draft Charter)

Article V

(This Article would reproduce the provisions of Article 33 of

the Draft Charter relating to territorial application)

Article VI

(This Articlewould permit revision of the Agreement, by

Agreement among the signatories, if necessary or desirable in order

to take account of changes in the Draft Charter. effected by the

International Conference on Trade and Employment)
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Article VII

(This Article would provide for the entry into force of this

agreement, its duration, and its termination. The agreementt would

remain initial in force for three years. If not terminated at

the end of the three-year period (which would require six months

prior notice), it would remain in force thereafter, subject to

termination or. six months' notice.

NOTE: In addition, there would be a number of purely technical
or legal provisions.


